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ABSTRACTWe will prove two famous theorems attributed to J.M.H.Wedderburn, both of which concern the structure of non-commutative rings. In modern literature they are generallypresented as follows: (1) Any semisimple Artinian ring isthe direct sum of a finite number of simple rings; and (2)The Wedderburn-Artin Theorem: Let R be a simple Artinianring. Then R is isomorphic to Dn, the ring of nxn matrices
over a division ring D. Both D and n are unique up toisomorphism. Conversely, for any division ring D, Dn is asimple Artinian ring. Taken together, the two theoremscompletely determine the structure of semisimple Artinianrings.We begin by introducing the structure of an 7?-module,and will prove that any irreducible /^-module is isomorphic
as a module to the quotient ring -y , where p is a maximal
regular right ideal of R. We will also prove that R ishomomorphically embedded in the ring of additiveendomorphisms of M, E(M), and that the set of elements ofthis ring of endomorphisms that commute with the elements
iii
of R forms a division ring. This is a famous result knownas Schur's Lemma.We then define the Jacobson radical of a ring to bethe set of all elements of R that annihilate all possibleirreducible 7?-modules, and will prove that the Jacobsonradical, J(R), is the intersection of all maximal regularright ideals of R, and is itself a two-sided ideal of R.We will prove that the structure of J(R) is right-quasiregular, and that any nil ideal or nilpotent ideal of R iscontained in J(R). A semisimple ring is then defined to be a ring whose Jacobson radical is equal to the set {0}.
An Artinian ring R is a ring such that any non-zeroset of right ideals of R has a minimal element. We provethat the Jacobson radical of any Artinian ring must benilpotent, and we show that any ring that is bothsemisimple and Artinian must have a two-sided unit element.We introduce the idempotent, a non-zero element e in thering such that e2 = e, and we demonstrate that any ideal of a semisimple Artinian ring can be described in terms of anidempotent. Finally, using a Pierce decomposition, weprove the first of the Wedderburn theorems.
iv
In the final chapter we begin with the definition ofprimitive rings, and introduce the concept of density. Weprove the Density Theorem: If R is a primitive ring, and Mis a faithful Irreducible /^-module, then 7? is a dense ringof linear transformations on M over C(M). With this tool inhand, we prove the Wedderburn-Artin Theorem.
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CHAPTER ONENOTATION’ AND: CONVENTIONS
In 1907, Joseph Henry Maclagen Wedderburn published On
Hypercomplex Numbers in the Proceedings of the London
Mathematical Society. It is worth noting that this was notthe first time Wedderburn had published, having done sothree times as a mere undergraduate at the University ofEdinburgh. In Hypercomplex Numbers, the man who wouldlater become one of the Princeton Preceptors, appointed bynone other then Woodrow Wilson, presented two famousresults. We list the modern interpretation of theseresults below. Throughout this paper, we shall refer tothem as Theorem 1(a) and Theorem 1(b).Theorem 1(a)Let R be a semisimple Artinian ring. Then R is thedirect sum of a finite number of simple Artinian rings.Theorem 1(b) The Wedderburn-Artin TheoremLet R be a simple Artinian ring. Then R is isomorphicto Dn, the ring of nxn matrices over a division ring D.
Both Dandn are unique up to isomorphism. Conversely, forany division ring D, Dn is a simple Artinian ring.
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The goal of this project is to prove both of theseresults, after first establishing the necessary backgroundmaterial. Our approach will mirror that outlined in I.N.Herstein's monograph Noncommutative Rings. The proofs inthis paper follow those outlined in that text, though manyof the examples and details have been provided by thisauthor.In Chapter Two we start our examination in earnest.However, we take the time here to establish certain groundrules concerning structures, notation, etc. We intend tominimize any confusion during the reading of this project.We start with the definition of a ring.Definition 1.2 A ringLet R be a set equipped with an element 0 and twooperations + :RxR^ R and *:RxR-> R. We call R a ring if forany a,b,c&R:i) a + b=b + cr, (addition is commutative)ii) a + Q = a;iii) for any aeR there exists an additive inverse(-«) e R such that a + (-«) = 0;iv) (a + V) + c = a + (b + c); (addition is associative)
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v) a * 0 = 0 = 0 * a\vi) (a *5) *c = <3 * (6 * c); (multiplication is associative)andvii) a*(b + c)-a*b + ci*c and (a + b)*c = a*c + b*c. (thedistributive property)Thus a ring is commutative under addition, but is notnecessarily commutative under multiplication. Note alsothat no mention is made of a multiplicative identity ortwo-sided unit element, denoted '1' . Herstein worked withrings that did not by default have a '1', and we will followhis approach. One of the advantages of this tack is thatideals of a ring may themselves be viewed as rings, as wedemonstrate in Lemma 1.4. However, at times we willrequire a unit-like element, and we will use the concept ofregularity to find one. We will see in Chapter Two thatregularity is a generalization of the usual unit property.As part of the examination of any class of rings, itis only natural to encounter ideals. As the rings we arestudying are noncommutative, "handedness" becomes anecessary concern. A right ideal is defined as follows.
3
Definition 1.3 A right idealLet pgR. We call p a right ideal of R if for all
a,b^p and reR the following are true:i) Oep;ii) a,b e p => a-b ep\ andiii) a e p, r e R => ar e p.The ideal p above is called a right ideal because itis closed under multiplication by elements of R from theright. We defined this property element-wise in part (iii)above, and can summarize this idea succinctly in thefollowing manner: pR<rp. To define a left ideal, simplychange property (iii) to a e p, r e R => ra e p, or Rpcp. A two-sided ideal p is defined to be both a left and a rightideal, i.e. RpR<rp..Lemma 1.4Let 7? be a ring, and let p be a right ideal of R.Then p is a ring.
Proof: Since p is a right ideal of R, Oep, and pisclosed under subtraction. Moreover, pRop, which implies
ppczp, telling us that p is closed under multiplication
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with p. The remainder of the ring properties are inherited
from R. 0
At times we will both add or multiply idealsnew ones. The details of these constructions arebelow.Lemma 1.5
to creategiven
Let p and / t>e right ideals of a ring R, and define
n Then py is a right ideal of R.I i=i
Proof: Since p and / are right ideals of R, theyboth contain the element 0. Thus, 0-0 = 0e py. Because it isconstructed to be so, py is closed under addition. To seethat it is closed under right multiplication by elements of
R, recall that y is a right ideal of R and observe that forany ae p, b <=y, r e R, abr = a(br) = ab' for some b'e.y. Of course
Corollary 1.6If p is a (left, right or two-sided) ideal of R, then
pn = pp...p (n times) is a (left, right or two-sided,respectively) ideal of R for any neN.
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Lemma 1.7 A direct sumLet R be a ring, and let -p,.y be right ideals of R. If 
/W = {0}, we call p®y = {a + b\ae p, bey} the direct sum of 
p and y. Then p®y is a right ideal of R.
Proof: Since p andy are both right ideals of R, zeromust be an element of both, and so 0 + 0 = 0e/?©y. To showclosure under subtraction, let x,yep®y. This implies that
x = ax+bl and y = a2+b2 for some e p, bx,b2 e y. Therefore
x-y = (<7,+Zjj)-(£Z2+Z)2). Noting that each at and bt is just anelement of 7?, and that as right ideals both p and y areclosed under subtraction,
x-y = (<3, +6])-(a2 +b2) = (a,-a2 ) + (&,-bf) - a '+b' for some a'ep,b'ey.Thus x-yep®y. Finally, let xep®y, and let r e R. Since xmust equal a + b for some aep and b e y, we see immediatelythat xr - (a + b)r = ar + br. But again p and y are right ideals, 
so ar e p and brey. Thus xrep®y. QDefinition 1.8 A quotient ringLet 7? be a ring and let p be a two-sided ideal of 7?. 
Define = }a + p\a e 7?j. Then has the structure of a
ring.
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Proof: Equip this set with the following operations:
+ ://’X/A’^^P given by (a + p) + (b + p)i->(a + 6) + p and
*:/zpX/Zp—given by (a + /?)* (b +/?) l-> ab + p for all a,b&R.
As defined above, both addition and multiplication aresingle-valued. To see this for multiplication, let
a + p = d+p and b + p = b' + p. This implies that a-azp and
b-b e p. We must show the following to be true:
(a+/?)(&'+/?) = ab + p = ab+.p = (a + p)(b + p). In other words, we 
must show that ati-ab&p. But we see that 
ab -ab = ab +ab — ab -ab = (a + a}b -a(b + b}. Since p is a two- 
sided ideal, and the elements a-a,b-b ep, we conclude that
ab-abep. With addition and multiplication so defined, thering properties of Definition 1.2 can be verified.We note that the fact that p was a two-sided ideal of
R was central to the proof of the ring structure -y . If p
ideal of R, the multiplication above cannot beis a right
shown to be single-valued. However, in this instance R,
7
still has a familiar structure, and we note it in thefollowing definition:Definition 1.9 A quotient groupLet J? be a ring and let p be a right ideal of R. 
Define y = [a + p\a e Then -y has the structure of a
group.
Proof: Equip with the addition listed above. It
can be shown that such addition is well-defined, that -y
has a 0 element, additive inverses, and is both commutativeand associative for addition. In other words, &/ has the7pstructure of a group.Please note that the symbols <n,r> indicate propercontainment and should be distinguished from the symbolsc,3. Finally, F” refers to the H-dimensional vector spaceover the field F, while Fn represents the ring of nxn
matrices over F.
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CHAPTER TWOMODULES
We begin our examination of non-commutative rings by-studying how these structures interact with a classicalgebraic object, the module.Definition 2.1 An R-moduleGiven a ring R, we call the set M an /(-module if M isan additive abelian group, and if there exists an operationthat sends (m,r) I—> mr (sometimes written m-r) suchthat:
i) m(r\ + r2) = znr, + mr2;
ii) (m}+m2)r = m,r + m2r; and
iii) (rm\ )r2 = m(t\r2)
for all m,ml,m2 e M, r,rx,r2 e R.
M is considered a right /(-module because the elementsof R act on M from the right. If the action were afunction RxM->M, M would be called a left /(-module.
Fortunately, we will be dealing exclusively with right R-modules, and so for brevity will simply refer to them as R-modules.
9
Everything acts on M 'from the right, includingfunctions. Therefore at times we will utilize right-handednotation for functions whose domain is an R-module. Forexample, let be given by (m)f = m-m. Then (m)f = 0.This form of function notation will serve us well when wecompose functions involving M.There are many examples of 72-modules in mathematics.One important example is the vector space R". This is anRn-module, where R„ is the ring of rrx.n matrices over R.The module operation is matrix multiplication, and theverification of the module properties are straightforwardexercises in linear algebra.The intrinsic multiplication of any ring 7? makes 7? amodule over itself, and that same operation would similarlymake any right ideal of 7? an 72-module. We now give specialattention to a less trivial example of an 72-module that hasalso been constructed from 72 itself. This module will beused repeatedly in later sections of this paper.
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Lemma 2.2Given a ring R and a right ideal pof R, the quotient
ring is an R-module.
Proof: Define *: x R -»by (m +p,r)\-> mr + p. To show
this mapping is well-defined,, for let mx,m2,rx,r2 e R,
ml+p = m2+p, and i\=r2. This implies that m1-m2ep, and
because p is a right ideal, mp\ -m2r2 ep. This tells us that
mp\ + p = m2r2 + p. Thus the module operation is well-defined.
Let us now verify that &/ is in fact an R-module, 
/P
Let m + p, 7/7, + p, m2 + p e and r,r15r2
To verify Definition 2.1. (i), let a e (m+p)(r} +r2). This
implies that a e m(i\ + r2) + p. Thus there exists some qep such
that a = m(rx +r2) + q. We can simplify this equation to show
that a = mr\+0 + mr2+q, and thus conclude that
a + p~) + (mr2 + p), which implies that a e (m + p)t\ +(m +p)r2. We
have shown that (m +p')(rl+r2)cr(m +p)rl+(m +p)r2. To show the
reverse inclusion, let ae(m + p')rl+(m + p)r2. This implies that
a e (mrx + p) + (mr2 + p). Thus there exists some qx,q2 e p such that
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a = mr1+qi+mr2.+ q2 . Simplifying, a = m(rl+r2') + (qi+q2'), and
utilizing the fact that q},q2 e p => q}+q2 e p, we may conclude
that aem(r,+r2) + p, i.e. a s (m +p)(i\ +r2). The second part ofDefinition 2.1 is proven in a similar fashion. We conclude
by proving part (iii). Let m + p&fy , and t[,r2eR. Observe 
/ Pthat + p)r^r2) = (mrx+ p)r2=(mr^r2+ p = m(r,r2) + p. But
m(rxr2) +p - {m +p'){rxr2), and so ((m +p)rx)r2 =(m +p)(rp2). Thus is
an R-module. QExample 2.3A nice example of an /^-module can be constructed fromthe ring of integers Z, and the right ideal nZ, z?>2.Explicitly then, the quotient ring is%z = {[0], [1], [2], [„-!]} with the usual operations. If we
define the module operation as ([/?],#) i-> [/?#] for all p e
and q e Z, then we will have constructed a Z-module.During the course of our examination, we will seek toutilize subsets of /^-modules that retain the overall modulestructure, and at times we will seek to compare differentmodules over the same ring. The tools we will use are
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submodules and module homomorphisms, and we define themhere.Definition 2.4 A submoduleGiven a ring R and an R-module M, we call a subset Nof M a submodule of M if:i) QeN;ii) m,neN =>m-n&N; andiii) NRcN.We take the time here to observe the similaritybetween the Definition 2.4 and Definition 1.3, a rightideal of R.Definition 2.5 A module homomorphismGiven a ring R and two /(-modules M and N, we say thata function is a module homomorphism if:i) (m,+m2)/ = (ffl1)/ + (m2)/V rn^rn, eM; and
ii) (mr)f = r m e M and r e R.
For a ring R, an /(-module M, and the operation from
MxR-)M, a natural question arises: What elements of R
send the entire set M to 0? While this question cannot beanswered specifically without knowing more about thestructure of M and R, we can collect these elements of R
13
and study their properties as an abstract set, theannihilators of M, or simply A(M). This set will yieldimportant information about the relationship between M and
R.Definition 2.6 A(M) The set of annihilators of M
Let A(M) — e. R | Mx = {0}j.
Definition 2.7 Faithful 7?-modulesIf A(M) = we call M a faithful 72-module.
We see that by construction A(M) is a subset of 72.What else can be said about the structure of this set?Lemma 2.8
A(M) is a two-sided ideal of 72.
Proof: We need to first show OeA(M). Let meM.Since M is an 72-module, m-0 = w(0 + 0) = m-Q + m-0. Subtracting
m-0 from both sides yields 0 = m • 0 for any meM. Therefore
0 must be an element of A(M). Next let us prove that
a,b&A(M) implies a - b e A(M). Let a,b e A(M). Thi s impliesthat 0 = ma = mb for all meM, which allows us to say that
0 = ma - mb = m(a - b). This implies that m(a-b) = Q for all
mtM, which implies a-b e A(M). Finally, we must show that
A(M) is closed under left and right multiplication with
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elements of R. Let me.M,reR, and a e A(M). We see that
m(ra) = mr(a) c Ma = {0}, and m(ar) = (majr = 0 • r = 0. Thus ra e A(M) and
□ar e A(M) for all r
Since A(M) is
e R,a e A(M).
a two-sided ideal of R, R/yA(M) must havethe structure of a ring as described above. It is giventhat M is already an /(-module, but how is M related to
R/ 9/i4(X) ’Lemma 2.9
Via the operation Mx—>M, given by
(m, r + A(My) mr for all m e M and r e R, M is a faithful
j -module./A(M)
Proof: Is this operation well-defined? Suppose
r + A(M) = r'+A(M'). This implies that r -r' e A(M), and so/w(r-r') = 0 for all mcM, which forces mr = mr' for all m&M.Thus the operation is well-defined. The proof of themodule properties are all similar in nature, and we proveonly the third requirement of Definition 2.1 here.
Recalling that the multiplication of sends
(« + z4(/l/))(b + A(M)} to ab + A(M) for all a,bcR, we must show
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But because Mthat m(rxrf) = (mrx)r2 for all m e M,r\,r2 e
is an 2?-module, we see immediately. that
m(}\r2 + A(M)) = m(t\r2) = (zw,)r2 = mt\(r2 + A(M)) = \m(r, + J(A/))](r2 + A(M)).
Finally, to prove'faithfulness, we need to show that
the set of annihilators of M in equals {0}, i.e.A(M)
M(r + A(M)') = implies r + A(M) = 0 + A(M). Let r + A(M)efy A(M)
for some reR such that m(r + A(M)) = {O} for all meM. But, 
m(r + A(Mf) = mr, so mr = 0 Vm e M. This places r in A(M), which
implies r + A(M) - 0 + A(M), □the zero element of
We have seen that right ideals of R can be used toconstruct R-modules. Is there a tangible link betweenthese ideals and arbitrary R-modules? In Theorem 2.19, weshow that such a relationshipthat result properly, we mustmaterial.Definition 2.10 Irreductible
exists. However, to presentdevelop some additional
7?-modulesAn R-module M is called irreducible if:i) and
ii) the only submodules of M are {0} and M itself.
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Example 2.11
An irreducible Z-module. Earlier we showed that Z/rtfLis a Z-module for n > 2. For some prime number p, consider
and the ring Z. With the module operation from
which sends ([«],&) F» [ab] for all [tf] e V and/ pTh
b eZ, y m is an irreducible Z-module. 
/ P^
Proof: Since [l] • 1 - [l] A [0], we have that //p^ M[°]}'
Now suppose there exists a submodule N of '
This implies that N contains at least one non-zero element, call it [x], for some xeZ, N is a submodule however, and so
must be closed for multiplication with Z. Thus
{[x-l],[x-2],...,[x-p]} cr N. As p is prime, the set
{[x-l],[x-2],...,[x-pj will be comprised of p distinct elements, 
implying that {[x-l],[x-2],...,[x-p]} ={[l],[2],...,[>] = [0]} We see then
that cN, and may conclude that the only possible
Z/ is ansubmodules of are {[0]} and itself. And so, /pi,
irreducible Z-module. 0
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Suppose p was not prime. Would stiH be an
irreducible Z-module? The answer is no, and to prove it we
need only find a non-zero proper submodule of Without
loss of generality, let p = ab for some primes <2,6 eN, and let 
/V = |[<2-x] |xeZj. N contains [0], is closed under subtraction,
and is closed under multiplication with Z. To show
consider the element [ab + i\e^/^, and suppose [<26 + 1] eN. This 
implies that a\ab + 1, and so a divides 1. This cannot be,
thus [a& + l]£/V. N is properly contained in Tty which tells
us that is n°t an irreducible Z-module. 0
Example 2.12Given a field F and Fn, the ring of nxn matrices over
F, and the customary multiplication, the vector space Fn isan irreducible /^-module.
Proof: It is easy to see that (F" ^-Fn {(0,0,...,0)}.
Suppose there exists a non-zero submodule N ofF". Thisimplies that there exists some vector meN of the form 
m = (x1,x2,...,x„) where each x(. e F, and for some k, xk 0. Take the
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matrix A = [ai:/], whose elements are all zero, but akl=—. N
must be closed under multiplication with any matrix inFn,thus mA = (1,0,0,...,0) e N. It must follow that
... V
(l,0,0,...,0) = for any yl,y2,...,y„ eF. We
0 ... 0
have just shown that Fn ^N. The only submodules of F" are 
{(0,0,...,0)} and itself. Q
Definition 2.13 Regular right idealsGiven a ring R, and a subset p of R, we say that p is
a regular right ideal of R if it is a right ideal of R andif there exists some aeR such that x-axep for all xeR.In Chapter One, we declared that the rings we would bestudying did not necessarily have a '1' element, usuallyreferred to as a unit or multiplicative identity. Whenpresent, the defining property of this element is that
l-x = x-x-l for all xeR. Regularity is a generalization ofthis property. If the element a referenced in Definition2.13 is a '1', then the statement x — ax becomes x-l-x, and wesee that x-l-x = 0 for all xeR. The element 0 of course must
19
be in every ideal. We summarize this notion in Corollary2.14.Corollary 2.14If a ring R has a two-sided or right unit element,then every ideal of R is regular.Definition 2.15 Maximal right idealsWe call p a maximal right ideal of R if it is a rightideal of R and:i) p is properly contained in R, i.e., p<^R', andii) if I is a right ideal of R and pel, then ■/ = /?.Example 2.16 .Consider the ring Z, and the ideal p'L for some primenumber p. pL is a 2-sided ideal of Z, and so is certainlya right ideal of Z. Suppose there existed an ideal I of Zsuch that pLcrl. pL^L. This implies that there existssome element aeI,a<£pL. If a<£pL, then a and p must berelatively prime. Thus there exist integers x,yeL suchthat ax + py = l. But note that a and p are elements of I, and Iis a right ideal of Z. Thus ax + py = l<=I, and so l-Z = Zc/.Therefore I = Z, and thus pL is a maximal right ideal in Z.
20
Example 2.17
Given a field F, p = b\ a,b e F is a maximal righta,0 0,
ideal of F2, the ring of 2x2 matrices over F.
Proof: Basic matrix calculations show that
0 e p, a,b e p => a-b e p, and pF2ccp. To show p is maximal,
suppose there exists a right ideal I of F2, such that pci.This implies that there is some xcl such that x<£p. If7* *> 7*it must have the form x= or x =(a * * , where a 0.
Assume x is the first type of matrix. As I must be closed
must
be in I, where b is some element of F. I must also be closed
O -by
under multiplication with elements of F2, x f 0 o - "0 b'a =
,0 boj
under addition, and since by definition
<1 0>"o b b -by b (b+ =
<0 b oj b
e I. Thus F2 =
io b
■F2cI. Noting that a
0 0
e I :
similar approach for the second case of x would yield thesame final result, we conclude that I = F2 and thus p is a
maximal right ideal of F2. 0
21
Lemma 2.18Let p be a maximal regular right ideal of R and let
aeR be an element such that x-axep for all xeR. Then ais not an element of p.
Proof: Suppose aep. Because p is a right ideal,
axep for all x e R. But we know that p must be closed underaddition. If x-axep and axep, x = x-ax + axep for all
x<=R. Thus Recp. This contradicts that p is maximal in R.
Thus the element a cannot be an element of p. Q]
There are compelling analogues between maximal idealsand irreducible modules. A maximal ideal cannot becontained in another ideal, short of the ring itself. Anirreducible module cannot itself contain a submodule, short of the trivial one {0}. Both are restrictions relating to
size and structure. An irreducible module cannot be brokenup into smaller pieces that still preserve a modulestructure, and the maximal ideal will not be a part of alarger ideal, excluding the largest one of all, the parentring. Earlier we stated that a relationship exists betweenthese two structures, and we present it here.
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Theorem 2.19If M is an irreducible 7?-module, then M is isomorphic
as a module to for some maximal right ideal p of R,
which is regular. We will refer to such an ideal as amaximal regular right ideal of R. Conversely, if p is a
maximal regular right ideal of R, then is an
irreducible 7?-module.
Proof: Since M is an irreducible 72-module, we knowthat MR^\Qi]. This implies that there exists some m&M 
such that mR^\/\. We notice however that (i) mR cr M\ (ii)
V r.,yR rx-r2eR, and so mr, - mr2 = m(rx - r2) e mR, and (iii)
(mR)R = m(RR) cr mR. Thus the set mR is a submodule of M.
Since we know M is irreducible, mR^{0} implies that mR = M. 
Define <j)'.R-+-M by = mr for all r e R. We wish to showthat <j) is a module homomorphism. For any rl5r2e7?, observe
that (f>(rx + r2) = m(rx + r2) = mrx +mr2 =^(r[) + ^(r2), and we see that
^(r/) = m(rxr) = (mrj)r - <j)(r\)r for any rx,r^R. We stated earlier that
R can be viewed as an 7?-module via multiplication, and so </>is a module homomorphism. The image of </) is mR = M, and let
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p be the kernel of i.e. p = {r & R\mr = 0}. A proof similarto that used in Lemma 2.8 demonstrates that p is a right
/^-modules, and so &/ =M as modules.
We have identified our right ideal p and anappropriate isomorphism, but work remains. We must show pis maximal and regular in R. To show p is maximal, supposethere exists a right ideal I of R such that pel. Then </(/)is a submodule of M, and since I properly contains
p, ^(/)^{0}. This forces (j){I) = M, i.e. mI = M. We'd like to
show I = R. By definition, IczR. Now, let r e R. We knowthat mR = M = mI. This implies that there exists some ielsuch that mr = mi. This forces = which tells us that
r-itp. But pc.1, so r-i&I. Since iel and / is an ideal,
re I. Thus R^I, and I = R. Therefore p is a maximal rightideal of R. Finally, to show p is regular, we need to findthe desired element azR such that x-ax in p for all xeR.Recall that mR = M. This implies that ma-m for some aeR,and so that max = mx for all xeR. Thus zw(x-ax) = 0, which puts
x-ax in p.
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We now turn to the proof of the converse. Let p be amaximal regular right ideal of R. Lemma 2.2 allows us to
conclude that -V has the structure of an R-module. We 
/P
need to show that is irreducible. R properly contains
p, and p is both maximal and regular. Thus there exists an
aeR, a(p such that x-axep for all xeR. Suppose
= This implies that (a + p)r = ar + p = 0 + p for all r e R.
This implies aR<^p, which combined with the regularity of pputs all of R in p. This contradicts that p is a maximal
ideal. Thus Define y\R->R/ by y(r) = r + p. If
r,-r2 then r,-r2=0 which implies that r,-r2 e p yielding
i\+p = r2+p, i.e. z(^) = z(^2)- Thus y is well-defined. Note
also that y(/j +r2) = (r, +r2) + p = fa + p) + (r2 + p) = y(rj) +y(r2), for all
r15r2 eF
Now suppose there exists a submodule N of
Let S = {x e R | y(x) e N}. S is a right ideal of R.
observe that QeN implies 0 e S. Now let a,beS.implies that yfa),y(b)e N, and, because N is a submodule,
y(ci)-y(b) = y(a-b) e N. This implies a-beS. Finally, let aeS,
First
This
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and r e R. Then y^as^as + p. Now we know that a + pcN, butagain, because N is a submodule, it must be closed undermultiplication with R', so' we can safely' conclude that 
as + p<s.N. This tells us that as&S.So S’ is indeed a right ideal of R. Since 0<=N we have 
pcS, and /V^{0} implies that pcS. But. p is maximal in R,
so any ideal properly containing p must be R itself. S 
must equal R, which implies N = /(S') = /(/() = ^/. We have just
shown that -V is irreducible.
/PThus, if we wish to study theirreducible /(-modules, which is onexternal to R, we need to consider
□
structure of the set ofits face a collectionthe set of maximalregular right ideals of R, sets contained in 7?. We haveshifted the focus from structures outside of R, tostructures inside R.Example 2.20In Example 2.12, we established that the vector space
F" is an irreducible /'J,-module, where F is some field. By
Theorem 2.19 it must be isomorphic to for some maximal
regular right ideal p of Fn. Let
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fl12 -
<
............
flu e F >
fl(„-l)2 ••• a(n-\)n
y
< 0 0 0 0 ,
Using a similar argument to
that in Example 2.17, any ideal 5 that properly contains p
must have a matrix with a non-zero element in the nth row.
S must be closed for multiplication by Fn, which, because F
is a field, would force S = Fn. Thus p is maximal, and to
show p is regular, observe that x-l-x = 0 e p Vx e Fn, where 1 isthe identity matrix. p is indeed a maximal regular right
F /ideal of Fn, and y creates co-sets of the following form:
7° 0 0 0"
0 0 0 0
+ p r.eF >0 0 0 0 I
V' r2
, which is isomorphic to Fn, as Theorem
2.19 implies.Is there another link between R and an 72-module M?While not a direct one between the sets themselves, anotherrelationship does exist between 72 and a special set offunctions from As we will see, this link flowsdirectly from part (ii) of Definition 2.1.
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Definition 2.21 The additive endomorphisms of MLet E(M) be the set of additive endomorphisms of M,
i.e. E(M) = | <j): M —> M, and + mfyj) = + (w2)^ Vmx,m2 e M}.
Lemma 2.22Equipped with point-wise addition and composition, E(M) is a ring.
Proof: The 0 element of E(M) is the mapping thatsends every element of M to 0, and the 1 element is theidentity function. Let a,f3eE(M'). Define (a + (T) :M -+ M by
(m)(a + (3) - (m)a + {m) f3, and define (af3): M -> M by (m)(a/3) = ((ni)a)/3.As such both addition and multiplication will yield well-defined functions from M -+M. To show that E (M) is closedunder multiplication, observe that:
+ m2)(a/3) = ((«?, + m2)a)fi
= ((/Wj ~)a + (m2 )a)/3 - (fmx )a)f3 + ((m2 )a)f3
= {mx')(a/3) + {m2)(a/3') for all mx,m2(=M.
E(M) is also closed under addition. The various structuralring requirements can likewise be demonstrated, but we willprove associativity for multiplication and distributivity here. Let a,/3,<p e E(M), and meM.
{mMaPW =
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= = (("0«)W) = (m)(a(/fy)).This proves associativity for multiplication. To showdistributivity, observe that:
+ <£)) = ((m)a)(fi + </>)
= ((m)a)P + ((m)a)^ = (rn)(a[3) + (rn)(a^)).Equipped with this addition and multiplication, E(M) is a ring. 0
How does the ring 7? relate to E(M)? Recall part (ii)of the definition of an 7?-module, (m, + m2)r = m{r + m2r. We see
that the action of R on M has the effect of anendomorphism. For any r&R, let us define the function
Tr'.M-*M by (m)Tr=mr. This function is an endomorphism of
M, in fact Tr e E(M) for all r e R. Let us formalize this
link by defining <t> : R -> E(M) which sends r—>Tr. Observe:
O(r, + r2) = Fr|+r2 = Tt. + Tr2 = O(r,) +O(r2), and
^(^2) = ^’ where by (m)TV2 = m^r2) X/meM.
But m(r,r2) = (mr1)r2 = (jm)Tr)Tr2 =(m)(TrTr^. Thus
®(rir2) = b'-2 =C>bi)^b2)- Finally, 0(0) = T0, where
(m)T0 = m• 0 = 0 jmeM. To is the zero function of E (M) .Thus the mapping O is a ring homomorphism.
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The kernel of <E> is the set {r e R\Tr =0, i.e. mr = 0 Vm e M}.
This is simply A(M), which we know is a two-sided ideal of RRecall that if R and S are rings and (/r.R->S is a ring
Theorem 2.23
Corollary 2.24If M is a faithful 7?-module, i.e., A(Af) = {0}, then R is
isomorphic to a subring of E(M).While our primary topic of study is non-commutativestructures, we are also interested in indentifyingcommutation properties. The relationship between these Z/s
and E(M) raises the question: what elements of E(M) commutewith the image of <t>, these Tr mappings?
Definition 2.25 The commuting ring of R on MLet C(ll) be the commuting ring of R on M, i.e.
C(M) = {a e E(M) | Tra = aTr VreR}.We justify our claim that the set above has thestructure of a ring during our proof of the followingtheorem.
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Theorem 2.26 (Schur's Lemma)If M is irreducible, then C(M) is a division ring.
Proof: The zero and identity functions of E(M) arecertainly in C(M). Now let a,p^C(M\ and let Tr e E(M) for
any re/?.
Tr (a- ff)~ Tra - TJ3 = aTr - fiTr = (a - /?)?,, and
Tr(aP) = (Tra)P = (aTr)[3 = a(Tr/F> = a(f3Tr) = (a/3)Tr.
So C(M) is at the least a subring of E(M). (While not directly relevant to this particular proof, we observe herethat we have not utilized the fact that M is irreducibleat this point, i.e. C(M) has the structure of a ring forany /(-module M). To show the existence of multiplicativeinverses, we will show that for any a<=C(M), a is one-to-one and onto. Let and let 5 be the image of a,i.e. S = (M)a. 5 is a subset of M by definition, and because
a is an endomorphism of M, a,b e S => a-b e S. Finally, Vr e R :
Sr = (S)Tr =
= (M)(aTr) = (M)(Tra) '
= ((Myrr)a. But so
((MyE'ja c= which is of course S.
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Thus SRczS. We have shown S is a submodule of M and since
by selection (M}a = S * {0}. But M is irreducible, so if
S{0} then 5 must equal M. Thus the mapping a is onto.
To show that a is one-to-one, let us .first note that:
(m)a ■ r = (zw)(arr) = (m)(Tra) = ((m')Tr)a = (mr)a.In other words, (m)a • r - (mrja for all me M and r e R. Thiscombined with the fact that a is an additive endomorphismmake a a module homomorphism from M-+S. So it suffices to show that the kernel, of a is {0}. Let K be the kernel of a. 
(0)a = (0 + 0)a = (0)a + (0)a, which implies that (0)a = 0, and so QeK.Let a,beK. (a-b')a = (a')a-(b')a = 0-Q-Q. Thus a-beK. Finallylet aeK and r e R. (ar)a = (a)a-r -0-r = 0, which tells us that
areK. We have shown that A’ is a submodule of M. If K were 
M this would imply that (A/)a = {0}, but a by selection is not
the zero function. Since M is irreducible and KtM, K
must be {0}, which forces a to be a one-to-one mapping.
Thus a is a bijection, which implies that a'1 exists. Suppose that cF1 £ E(M). This implies that there exists 
mx,m2eM such that (m.+//i2)a’1/(ml)a’‘+(m2)c;’1. This implies 
that {(m^ +m2)a~l>)(X T {(wijo:-1 +(m2)a~l^a, forcing the contradiction
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that ml+m2^m1+m2. Thus e E(M). To show a~' eC(M), observe 
that a eC(M)=5>Tra =aTr for all r&R, Multiplying on the left
and right by «_I yields a~xTr = Tra~x for all r e R. Thus
□a~‘ sC(M).Example 2.27We showed earlier that for a field F, the vector space
F" is an irreducible Fn -module, where Fn is the ring of nxn
matrices over F. Any element of F" can of course bewritten as the sum of basis vectors over the field F, andfrom linear algebra we know that the action of an additive endomorphism can be represented by a unique nxn matrix over
F. In fact, Fn is precisely the set of additive
endomorphisms of Fn. That is, E(Fn) = Fn. Schur's lemma then
tells us that the center of Fn is a division ring.Example 2.28An algebra A is a vector space over a field F equippedwith a multiplication that turns A into a ring, and allowsthe field elements to pass through the ring multiplication,i.e., (xy)f = x(yf) = (xf)y for all x,yeA, and f^F. Let A be
the algebra generated by the matrix B = "0 -f 
.1 0 .
over F.
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Observing that B2 = 4-l 0" '0 f "1 0", B2 = = -B, and B4 =<0 -b b , any
element of A would have the form x. "0 -b + x2 fl 0" x2 Xj
J 0, 2 <0 b vXl X2 >
for some x,,x2eF. We claim that F2 is an irreducible A-module.
Proof: Since (NBeF2A, F2^^{0}. Suppose there exists 
a submodule N of F2, This implies that there exists
some x e N where x = (cz,Z>), each a,beF and either a^Q or b^Q.
Without loss of generality, assume a^Q. N is a submodule,thus it is closed under addition and closed underf 1 0/multiplication with A. Noting that B - ,0 ly , we see that
77xf— b! = f-—,l\ and xf—B‘ \a J \ a J \a j must both be elements of N.If b = 0, then the vectors (1,0) and (0,1) are in N. If b-a, wecan add and subtract the two vectors above to place (-2,0)
and (0,2) in N. Multiplying these vectors by puts
(1,0) and (0,1) in TV. If b&0 and b^a, then
7 (a b ( b b (a2+b2 Je N, and -4 - —4 = ,07 [b J I a ) I ab ) is an element
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of N. F is a field, so <3^0, b^Q imply that the fraction
a2 +b2
ab
ab 4
0. By multiplying the last vector with the matrix
B L we can place (1,0) in N. Performing a similar
\a2+b2 jcomputation will add (0,1) to N. Thus in all cases the twovectors (1,0) and (0,1) are in N, and for any c,deF,
(c,d) = (1,0)(c2?4) + (0,1)(J.54) e N. Thus N must equal F2, proving
that F2 is an irreducible A-module.We may now apply Schur's Lemma to F2. The Lemma tells us that the commuting ring of A is a division ring. Tofind the commuting ring of A, we need only solve the
following problem: 'a by "0 -1^ "0 -f 'a by
■,c < ,1 oJ J 0, for a,b,c,deF.
w
As long as this matrix commutes with B, it will commute
nith any matrix of the form Solving the equation;=iabove, we get a = d, and b = -c. This is a matrix of the form,
fa -b^
\b a J
, In the special case F = R, the set of all such
matrices is isomorphic to the field of complex numbers. Q
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CHAPTER THREETHE JACOBSON RADICAL
When Nathan Jacobson passed away on December 5th, 1999, it marked the end of a long and distinguished career inmathematics. A student of J.H.M. Wedderburn at Princeton,his doctoral thesis entitled Noncommutative Polynomials and
Cyclic Algebras was published in 1934. He taughtmathematics at Johns Hopkins and Yale, serving as thedepartment chair at the latter university from 1965-1968.He was president of the American Mathematical Society from1971-1972, and vice-president of the InternationalMathematical Union from 1972-1974. He advocated a module-based approach to the study of algebraic systems, and inthis chapter we focus on a structure that bears his name.Definition 3.1(a) The Jacobson radicalThe Jacobson radical of R, denoted J(R), is the set ofelements of R which annihilate all the irreducible R-
modules, i.e. J(R~) = e 7? | Mr = {0} for all irreducible R- 
modules M}. If 7? has no irreducible modules we set J(R) = R.
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Definition 3.1(b) Semisimple ringsIf the Jacobson radical of a ring is {0}, we say the •
ring is semisimple.There are other radicals that are used in the analysisof structures of rings. Our approach mirrors Herstein's,and we exclusively use the Jacobson radical. Thus, when wemention "radical" in this paper, we will always intend theJacobson radical. Our goal in this chapter will be todescribe the radical in terms of ideals of R, and to do so,we must first introduce several structures.Definition 3.2For a right ideal p of R, let (pR) = [a e R\ Ra (r p}.
Lemma 3.3The set (p'.R) is a two-sided ideal of R.
Proof: R-0 = Qcp, thus Oe(p:R). Let a,be(p:R). Thisimplies that ra,rb e p for all r e R. But p is a right idealof R, so ra - rb - r(a - b) e p for all r e R. Thus a-be(p'.R'). Forany ae(p’.R) and r e R, observe R(ar) = (Ra)r (p)r p since pis a right ideal of R. Finally, we note that
R(ra) = (Rf)a <r Ra cz p. Thus (/?:/?) is a two-sided ideal of
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Definition 3.4 Right-quasi-regularityAn element a in a ring R is called right-quasi-regularin R if there exists an a' e R such that a + a'+aa' = 0. We call
a' the right-quasi-inverse of a. Why right-quasi-regular?The element a' acts on a from the right. Left-quasi­regularity is similarly defined. An ideal of R is called right-quasi-regular if each of its elements is right-quasi­regular .Lemma 3.5Let acR be right-quasi-regular and left-quasi-regularin R. The left-quasi-inverse and right-quasi-inverse of aare identical.
Proof: Let b be a right-quasi-inverse of a, and let cbe a left-quasi-inverse of a. Thus <2 + Z> + aZ> = 0, and<3 + c + c« = 0. Left-multiplying both sides of the firstequation by c and right-multiplying both sides of the secondequation by b yields ca + cb + cab = 0, and ab + cb + cab = 0. Settingthese two equations equal to one another yields ca = ab.Applying this equality back to our two original equations
forces the result b = c. ||
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Lemma 3.6Given a ring R with a two-sided unit element, aeR isright-quasi-regular if and only if 1 + a is right-invertiblein R.
Proof: (=>) a is right-quasi-regular implies thatthere exists some a'eR such that a + a'+aa' = 0. Thus,
a + (l + a)a’ - 0, and 1 + a + (1 + a)a' = 1. Factoring out the commonterm, we end up with the desired result, (l + a)(l + a') = 1.
(<=) 1 + a is right-invertible implies there exists some
beR such that (l + a)6 = l. Therefore (1 + a)ba - a, and
a - ba - aba = 0. If we allow a' = -ba, we can rewrite the equation
in the desired form, a + a'+aa' = 0. 0Definition 3.7 Nil/nilpotent ideals and elementsLet p be a right ideal of R. If there exists some k e N
such that r,-r2 = 0 for any elements i\,r2,...,rk e p, we call pa nilpotent ideal. An individual element xep is called
nilpotent if there exists some m e N such that xm = 0.Finally, we say that p is a nil ideal if all of itselements are nilpotent.
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Corollary 3.8If p is a nilpotent ideal of R, then p is a nil ideal
of R.
Proof: If p is a nilpotent ideal of R, then there
exists some k e N such that rx-r2-...-rk = 0 for all rx,r2,...,rk e p.
In particular, r-r ...-r = rk = 0 for any rep. 0
Example 3.9Consider R3, the ring of 3x3 matrices over R. Let
S =
<0 a b}< 0 0c a,b,c e R^0 0 0; !>C1K3. Then S is a ring under the
operations inherited from R3. To show this, first observe that by choosing a = b = c = 0, the zero matrix is in S. The
various ring properties are all inherited from R3, andclosure under addition follows from the definition ofmatrix multiplication. Let A = ^atJJ,B = [byJ e S, and let
A-B = C = To show that S is closed under multiplication,
we need to prove that component-wise, the first column,third row, and middle element of C are all zero. For
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J u
/ = !,...,3, see that cn =^ajk-bkl-^aik-0 = 0. For jnote
k=l i=lJ uC3y=Za34-^=E° ■bkj=9. Finally observe that
k=\ *=1c22-9-bn +0-0 + (?M-0 = 0. Thus C is in S, and S is closed under23multiplication. S is a ring.If S has the structure of a ring, it may certainly beconsidered a right ideal of itself.Per definition 3.7, it follows that the matrix^0 1 P
A = 0 0 1 
0 0 0
cS is nilpotent because b3=[0]. In fact, any
matrix of S if cubed will yield the zero matrix. This factmakes S nil. However, we note that the product is zero notbecause of the particular choice of matrix elements, butbecause of the structure of the matrices themselves. Wecan see this clearly using the matrix C above, the productof any two elements of S. See that c12 = 0-612 +a12 • 0 + <7I3-0 = 0, and
that c23 = 0-Z>13 + 0-Z?23 +a23-0 = 0. Taken together with what was
0 0shown earlier, we see that C is of the form 0 0 0 
k0 0 Oy
, which
if right (or left) multiplied by any element of S, yields
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the zero matrix. We have shown that for any A^A^A^S, the 
product Ax-A2-A3=[0]. Thus S is not just nil, but nilpotent,
as a right ideal of S.Example 3.10
Let R be the ring w^ere P xs a prime number. We
claim that R does not have any non-zero nilpotent elements.Suppose it did. This implies that (p + r)m = 0 (modp) for some
reN where \<r<p, and so that p divides (p + r)m. This 
implies that p\rm. But recall that \<r<p, and so pjr. Since 
p is prime, p^r"’. A contradiction. ^/pl ^oes not have a
non-zero nilpotent element. While we do not prove it here,it can be shown that if the prime factorization of anatural number n does not have a prime factor of degree
greater then 1, then will not have a nilpotent element
Lemma 3.11Every nil right ideal of R is right-quasi-regular.
Proof: Let p be a nil right ideal of R, and let aep.
We know there exists some m e N such that am = 0. For some
bep, b = -a + a2 —a3 +... + (-l)"'“1am_1. Right multiplying both sides
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by a, yields ab = —a1 + o'-o' +... + (-I)'"”1 a"'. Adding these two
equations creates the equation b + ab = —a + am. But am =0, so 
a + b + ab = 0. Thus a is right-quasi-regular for every acp. Q
Lemma 3.12If p is a regular -right ideal of R that is properly
contained in R, there exists a maximal right ideal p0 of R
that contains p. Further, p0 is regular in R.
Proof: If p is regular,' there exists some a&R suchthat x-axcp for all xtR. If azp, p = R. (Lemma 2.18).However, p is properly contained in R, so this isimpossible. Thus aip. Let ¥ be the set of all properright ideals of R that contain p and do not contain theelement a. Certainly pel so the set T is nonempty.Zorn's Lemma tells us that any partially-ordered set thathas an upper bound has a maximal element. The upper boundof T is R, and the relation of set containment satisfiesthe partially-ordered condition. Thus the set T has amaximal element in R, call it p0. Recall that x-ax&p for
all xzR. As an element of T, this ideal p0 properly
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contains p. Therefore x — axepg.p^ for all xeR, and so p0
is regular. |_It is worth noting that not every maximal right idealis regular. Consider the ring 2Z, and the right ideal 4Z.It is easy to see that 4Z is a maximal two-sided andcertainly right ideal of 2Z. However, it is not regular.Suppose there existed some element «e2Z such that x-oxe4Zfor all xe2Z. This statement must be true for all xe2Z,and in particular the element 6e2Z. Thus 6-<?-6e4Z. But «e2Z, which implies a = 2q for some q e Z. If 6-a-6e4Z, then
6-2i/-6 = 6(1-2<7) must be divisible by 4. But is odd,
and so this cannot be. No such a exists, i.e. 4Z is notregular.We are ready to begin our examination of the radical.Recall that J(R) is defined to be the set of elements of Rthat annihilate all irreducible R-modules. The zeroelement of R will always be in J(R), and so we know J(R)^0.Remember that for any given 72-module M, we have collectedits annihilators in 72 into one set, A(M). Thus J(R) = oAfhT),as M ranges across all irreducible 72-modules. Recallhowever that each A(M) is a two-sided ideal of 72, and that
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the intersection of a set of two-sided ideals is a 2-sidedideal. Thus we have proven that:Lemma 3.13
J(R) is a two-sided ideal of R.We'd like to take this result one step further. Let Rbe a ring, and let M be an irreducible 7?-module. In
Theorem 2.19, we proved that M is isomorphic to for
some maximal regular right ideal pof R. In this instance,
what is A(M)?Lemma 3.14Let R be a ring, and let M be an irreducible R-module.Then A(M) = (p : R), and the set A(M) - (p : R) is contained in p.
Proof: As an irreducible R-module, M for some
maximal regular right ideal p of R. Now let xeA(M). This
implies that A/x = {0}, or in other words, (r + p")x = rx +p = 0 +p 
for all r e R. This implies that rxep for all r e R, whichtells us that xe(p:R). To prove the reverse inclusion, let
xe(p\R). This implies Rx<rp. For any r e R, there existssome aep such that (r + p)x = rx + p = a + p. But if aep, then
a + p is actually the zero element of A/ , and so (r + p)x = 0 + p
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for all r e R. The element x annihilates all of and so
xeA(M). We have shown that A(M) = (p'.R).Now let's prove that A(M) is contained in p. Let
xe(p:R). The definition of (p'-R) tells us that Rx<rp.Recall that, as a regular right ideal, there exists an aeRsuch that x-axep. If Rx<rp, certainly axep. Finally, if
x-ax and ax are in p, (x-ax) + ax = xe p. 0Theorem 3.15
J(R) — (Dp, where p ranges across all maximal regularright ideals of R. Further, J(R) is both right-quasi­regular and left-quasi-regular in R.
Proof: To show that J(R) cnp, recall that J(R) = <~\A(M),where M ranges across all irreducible 7?-modules. However,
each such M is isomorphic to -y for some maximal regular
right ideal p of R. Moreover for any such p, is an
irreducible 7?-module. (Theorem 2.19).
for all maximal regular right ideals p
Thus J(R) = nA[%), 
of 7?. In Lemma
3.14, we showed that for such ideals and each
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(/?:/?) op. Thus J(R) = n(p: R) c np. We have proven the firstinclusion.To complete our proof, we need to show that npc7(7?).Let xenp. We'd first like to show that x is right-quasi-regular.Let S = [xy + y | y e 7?}. Then S is a regular right ideal of 
7?, as follows. If we select y = 0, x-0 + 0 = 0eS. Now let
a,bcS. This implies that there exists y',y"cR such that
a = xy'+y' and b = xy"+y". Observe that a-b = x(y'~ y”) + (y'-y"),and since 7? is a ring, y'-y'eR. This places a-beS.Similarly relying on R's closure property formultiplication, we can show that a e S, r e 7? => ar e S. Hence S'is a right ideal of 7?. To prove that 5 is regular, we needto find a beR such that y-by<=S for all yeR. If we let
b = -x, the structural definition of S will make S regular.We now wish to show S = R. Suppose not. Lemma 3.12tells us there must exist a maximal regular right ideal p0
of R such that p0^S. The intersection of right ideais is
a right ideal, so if xenp, xreop for all rcR. This tellsus that for all re/?, xr e p for any maximal regular right
ideal p of R, including pQ . We also know pQ contains S,
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which implies that xr + rep0 for all r<=R. Taken together,
xr + repQ and xr e pQ imply r = xr + r-xr e p0 for all r e R. But
then p0 must equal R, which contradicts the fact that p0 is
maximal, hence proper', in R. Thus S must equal R. Thisimplies that every element of R has the form xy + y for some
yeR. Specifically, -x = xz + z for some zeR, in other words,x+z+xz=0. We have shown that any element of op is right-quasi-regular. . ' -Recall that our primary goal was to show that thenp cz 7(72). Suppose not. This implies that there exists anirreducible 72-module M and an element meM such thatz«(np)^{0}. Since M is an 72-module, the set m(n/?) is a
submodule of M. To prove this, we will show that m(op) isclosed under subtraction and multiplication with 72. Let
a,b e m(op'). This implies that there exists rx,r2eop such that
a = mrt and b = mr2. But op is a right ideal of 72, so
enp=>r,-r2 enp. Thus a-b = mt\-mr2 = m(rl-r2)em(op). Again
using the fact that op is a right ideal of 72, we see that
m(op')- R = m(op • R) c: m(op). The set m(op) is a submodule of M. 
But M is irreducible, so the only submodules of M are {0}
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and M itself. We established earlier that m(c\p) A {O} , which
forces m(r\p)-M. This means that any element of M is ofthe form mr for some renp. The element —m is of course in
M, thus -m = mt for some ter\p. Now because ten.p. t isright-quasi-regular. So there exists some seR such that
t + s + ts = 0. Left multiplying both sides by m yields theequation mt + ms + mts = 0. Substituting with the expression
-m = mt yields mt + (-mf)s + mts = 0, or simply mt = 0. Since -m = mt,
this implies m = 0, and m(np) = {0}. This is a contradiction. 
Thus npcJ(7?), and with that, our result is proved:J(72) = np. Since every element of np is right-quasi­regular, we may conclude that J(R) is right-quasi-regular.To show that J(R) is left-quasi-regular, let aeJ(R).Since J(R) is right-quasi-regular, there exists some a' eRsuch that a + a'+aa' = 0, or a' = -(a + aa'). But J(R) is a two-sidedideal of R, so a e J(R)=> aa' e J(R), and so -(p + tfo') e J(7?). Thistells us that a'eJ(R), and so must be right-quasi-regular.Thus there must exist some a"eR such that a'+a"+a'a" = 0. Wesee then that a' has a as a left-quasi-inverse, and a" as aright-quasi-inverse. By Lemma 3.5, we conclude that a = a",and so that a'+a + a'a = 0. Thus the element a is left-quasi­
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regular in R. Since a was an arbitrary element of J(R), wemay conclude that the radical is a left-quasi-regular ideal of R. □
Example 3.16Z is a semisimple ring. What is the Jacobson radicalof Z? Theorem 3.15 tells us that J(Z) = np, where p rangesthrough all maximal regular right ideals of Z. Set theorytells us that the intersection of all maximal regular rightideals of Z is contained in the intersection of any set of maximal regular right ideals of Z. Thus to prove 7(Z) = {0}, 
we need only find a set of such ideals whose intersection is {0}. Consider the two-sided and therefore right ideal 
pZ, where p is prime. pZ is regular because x-l-x = 0epZfor all xeZ. To show pZ is maximal, suppose there existedan ideal 5 such that pZcSczZ. Pick an aeS that is not inpZ. a g pZ implies that a and p are relatively prime. Thusthere exists Z>,ceZ such that ab + pc = l. Since S is a two-sided ideal, and a,peS, we may conclude that leS. Thisputs all of Z in S, a contradiction. pZ is maximal, andthe intersection of pZ as p ranges over the infinite set of
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prime numbers is {O}. Therefore, J(Z) = r\p c r\p% = {Oj, and Z
is a semisimple ring. 0
Example 3.17R2 is a semisimple ring. Let us use a similar 
approach to find J(K2), where R2 is the ring of 2x2
matrices over R. In Example 2.17, we proved that the set
fa ZA <0 0,of matrices over R2 px = a,b e is a maximal right
ideal of R2. We need to prove this set is regular. Observe
b 0" "0 (f
x — ■x =lo b <0 0, e px for all igK2, and so px is amaximal regular right ideal of R2.
7o (fi
A similar approach will
show that Pi='
ideal of R2. Now
a,b e R ■ is also
7(R2) = op cp, np2,
a maximal regular right
z° °vand since px(~\p2=' 1°
b)
we have J(R2) = {(0)}. Thus R2 is semisimple.
While our primary focus in this paper will be ringsthat are semisimple, we give brief attention to a ring whose Jacobson radical is not {0}. Consider the ring 2Z. We
showed earlier that the right ideal 4Z of 2Z is maximal
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but not regular in 2Z. In fact, 2Z has no maximal regularright ideals. Therefore by Theorem 2.19 2Z has noirreducible 2Z-modules, and thus per Definition 3.1(a),7(2Z) = 2Z.We have learned several facts about the structure of
J(R). It is a two-sided ideal of R, it is a right-quasi-regular ideal, and it is the intersection of all of themaximal regular right ideals of R. We can say more aboutthe relationship of J(Rj to other ideals of R.Theorem 3.18Any right-quasi-regular right ideal of R is containedin J(R).
Proof: This proof is similar to that used in Theorem3.15. Let p be a right-quasi-regular right ideal of R, and 
suppose p^J(R). This implies that there exists an 
irreducible /(-module M and an meM such that mp+ The
fact that mp is a non-zero submodule of M and that M isirreducible forces mp = M. This implies that there exists a
tep such that = Since tep, there exists an seR suchthat ^ + s + fa = 0, which implies that mt + ms + mts = 0.
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Substituting for mt yields -m + ms + (-tri)s = 0. This implies
m = Q, and z«p = {0}. A contradiction. □
Corollary 3.19Every nil ideal and every nilpotent ideal of R iscontained in J(R). ' ' '
Proof: In Corollary 3.8 we showed that everynilpotent ideal of R is nil, and in Lemma 3.11 we showedthat every nil ideal is right-quasi-regular. Theorem 3.14
completes the proof.We proved earlier that the radical is a two-sidedideal of R. Because of this, we may create a quotient ring
by (a + J(R)) + (b + J(R)) = ((a + b') + J(R')') and the multiplication by
(a + J(R))(b + J(R)) = (ab + J(Ry). To prove that the multiplicationis well-defined, let a + J(R) = a'+/(/?) and b + J(R) = b'+ J(R). Thisimplies a-a', b-b' e J(R). We see
ab-a'b' = ab-a'b + a'b-a'b' = (a-ar)b + a'(b-br). But a-a', b-b' e J(R),and /(/?) is a two-sided ideal of R. This tells us that
(a-a')b + a(b-br) = ab-a'b'eJ(R). Thus ab + J(R) = a'b'+JfR'), and so(a + J(R))(b + J(7?)) = (a'+ J(/())(6'+ J(Ry).
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Theorem 3.20
For every ring R, is semisimple, i.e.
Let 7? = -^j^ = |x = x + J(7?)|xe7?|. Define (jr.R-^R
We notice at once that ker^ = J(7?). We wish to
is a ring homomorphism. For any r,,r2cR,
Proof:
by </(r) = r.
show that
+ r2) = (r, + r2) + J(R) = (r, + J(7?)) + (r2+J(7?)) = ) + 0(r2), and
^(r1r2) = r]r2+Jr(7?) = (r1+J(7?))(r2+J(7?)) = ^(r,)^(r2). We see that isindeed a ring homomorphism.Now let p be a maximal regular right ideal of 7?, and
let p = ^(p), the image of p in R. We will prove that p is
a maximal regular right ideal of R. As p is a right ideal
of 7?, and because j> preserves ring structure, p will be a
right ideal of R. The fact that p is regular implies thatthere exists an aeR such that x-axcp for all x e R. The
corresponding element in p will be a. Let xeR. We need
to show that x-axcp. If xeR this implies that there
exists, an x e R such that ^(x) = x. We know that x-axcp. This
places ^(x-ax) = ^(x)-^(a)0(x) = x-<zxep, and so p is regular. To
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show that p is maximal, suppose not. This implies that
there exists a right ideal I of R, such that pdcR or
p = R. Let S = {x e R | e /}. As I is a right ideal of R, and 
is a ring homomorphism, we may conclude that S is a right
ideal of R. Since pci we have that 5 contains p. That
fact makes S regular. Finally, IccR implies that there
exists some xeR, x<£l. As tp is an onto mapping, thisimplies that there exists at least one aeR, a<£S. Thus S isa proper subset of R, contains p, is regular, and is aright ideal of R. Taken together, this contradicts thefact that p is a maximal regular right ideal of R. Thus
the supposed I cannot exist. We have proven thisstatement: if p is a maximal regular right ideal of R, p
is a maximal regular right ideal of R.With this tool in hand, we return to our original goal, to show that /(/?) = {()}. By Theorem 3.15, we know that 
.7^7?) = n/?, where p ranges across all the maximal regular
right ideals of R. Similarly, J(R') = r'\/3 where J3 rangesacross all the maximal regular right ideals of 7?. We have
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proven that for any P, P is a maximal regular right ideal
of R. Thus {O} = ^(J(Z?)) = 0(n/?) = n/?. Since is the
intersection of all of the maximal regular right ideals of
R, it must be contained in the intersection of any maximal 
regular right ideals of R, and so J^R/j^p^ = j[^R] = op ooP = [Q].
□
In later sections we will study the structure of ringsthat are semisimple. The importance of Theorem 3.20 isthat if R is a ring that is not semisimple, we may consider
R mod its radical, which is semisimple. The resulting
R/ t though 'smaller' in some sense then R,rin^' /J(R')
preserves much of the ring structure of R. R/ J(R}represents a compromise. It has been modified to someextent to allow for further examination, but it has notbeen modified to such a degree as to lose the essentialstructure of the original ring. In some cases information
Rfrom
J(R)
may be "lifted" to R.
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We now have a technique by which to find the radical of a ring. Once the radical is known, we can use thisinformation to derive the radical of ideals related to R.Theorem 3.21Let A be a two-sided ideal of R. A itself has thestructure of a ring, and J(A) = Ar\J(R).
Proof: Let A be a two-sided ideal of R. By Lemma1.4, A has the structure of a ring. We will first showthat Ac J (7?)c J (A). Let xeAnJ(R). This implies that xeAand xeJ(Rj. As an element of J(R), x must be right-quasi-regular in R, i.e. there exists some x'e R such thatx + x'+xx' = 0, or x' = -x-xx'. But if x is an element of A,which is a two-sided ideal of R, xx’eA. A is an ideal of Ralso forces -x,-xx' e A. We see then that x'--x-xx' e A. Theelement x, and thus the set AoJ(R), is right-quasi-regularnot only in R, but in A. Since A and J(R) are both two-sided ideals of R, their intersection will be a two-sidedideal of R. But clearly so we can make astronger claim, AryJ(Rj is an ideal of . A. Thus AoJ(R) is a
right-quasi-regular right ideal of A, and so by Theorem3.18 must be contained in J(A).
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To prove the reverse inclusion, let p be a maximal
regular right ideal of R, and let pA=Ar\p. Suppose Ay/p.
We'd like to show that V S7 asr modules over R. First 
/ P / Paobserve that A + p is an ideal of R, and since A^p, A + p 
properly contains p. But p is maximal, which forces
A + p-R. Thus R/ = (/■ + p)/ We claim that + — A/ _ to
/ P / P / P / P
prove this, let + This implies that
x = (a + px) + p2 = a + (px + p2) for some aeA and px,p2<=p. Because p
is an ideal, px + p2 e p, and so x is of the form A +p, which
allows us to conclude that xeA/. Now let xey . This 
/P / Pimplies x = a + p for some aeA and pep. Thus x = (« + 0) + p, and
since Oep, x is of the form (A + p) + p. and
<A + p)/ = A/
/ P 7 P’Finally, we claim that A./ ^.A/ as modules over R.
/P 7 Pa
Define —> y by (a +p) l->(a + pf) for all aeA. To show <f>
/ P /Pais well-defined, let ax + p = a2 + p for some ax,a2eA. This
implies that ax-a2ep. But A is an ideal, so
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ax,a2 e ?1=> ax-a2 e A. Thus a}-a2 e Ao p = pA, and so ax+pA=a2+pA.
<j) is well-defined. We see that j) is onto, and to show (j)
is one-to-one, we need to prove a} + pA = a2 + pA implies
a, + p = a2 + p for all ax,a2eA. This is essentially the reverseof what was done to prove f> is well-defined. (j) is abijection. All we have left to do is show that is a
module isomorphism. Let . ax + p,a2 + p e and r e R.
((«! + P) + («2 +Py)</> = «X + a2 ) + PW = (a, + a2) + pA=(aI+pA) + (a2 + pA)
= (ty + p)0 + (a2 + p)0. Now see that
((«i + P)r)<f> = (aj + p)0 = a,r + pA= (<3[+ p/)r = ((«!+ is a module isomorphism.
We have so far shown that &/ = (/■ +Py —A/ = A/ . We 
/P / P / P /Panext will prove that pA is a maximal regular right ideal of
A. pA by construction is a right ideal of A. p is regular
implies that there exists a beR such that x-bxep for all
xeR. We must find an aeA such that x-axepA for all xeA.Recall that R = A + p, so b = a + r for some aeA and rep. Let
xeA. We know that x-bxep, and substituting b = a + r yields
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x-bx = x-(a + r)x = x — ax-rx. But rep, and so rxep. If
{x-ax)-rxep and rxep, x-ax must be in p. Noting that byselection x,aeA, we may conclude that x-axeA. Thus
x-ax e An p = pA for all x e A. pA is regular in A.
To prove that pA is maximal in A, assume it is not.
Thus there exists some right ideal S such that p^cScA.
Since 5 properly contains pA and is itself a proper subset
a submodule of over R7 Pa
isomorphic pre-image of
Pa
proper submodule of -y over
of A, we may conclude that y =£ and is
/Pa X ’ 7Pa 7Pa 7Pa
But this implies that the
in v is also a non-zero 
/P
R. This cannot be true as R
is irreducible. Thus the ideal S cannot exist, and pA is a
maximal regular right ideal of A.Recall that J(A)=n/ as I ranges across all maximal
regular right ideals of A, and that each p.-Anp for somemaximal regular right ideal p of R that does not contain
A. We see that J(£ = n/cnpz) as p ranges across all
maximal regular right ideals of R that do not contain A.If A cz p, pA = An p = A, and the same statement holds true.
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Concluding see that J(A) <z opA = o(poA) = (op)oA = J(R)nA. We
have proven our second set inclusion, and so our result. 0 
Corollary 3.22If R is semisimple, i.e. J(R) = {0}, then every two-sided
ideal of R is semisimple.Theorem 3.23Let 7? be a ring. The Jacobson radical of the ring of
nxn matrices over R is the ring of nxn matrices over J(R).
That is, 7(7?„) = J(7?)„.
Proof: Let M be an irreducible 7?-module, and consider
the additive abelian group Mn each m,. eZl/} where
addition is coordinate-wise. Equipped with matrixmultiplication, Mn is a Rn-module. We first show M" is
irreducible. Suppose there exists a non-zero submodule S of 
Mn. SA {0} implies that there exists some element 
(si,s2,...,sn') e S where each syM and 5,^0 for some i. S must
be closed under multiplication with Rn, so let us multiply
(sx,s2,...,sn) by the matrix that has zero in every position, but
for the ith row. In the ilh row, let the elements vary over
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0 0 0 0
7?. = (sirl,sir2,...,sirn)cS for any r},...,rn eR.
^0 0 0 OJ
Now let x = st, and let S'= \(xrx,xr2,...,xrtj)\ri c R}. We see
immediately that S'cS, and since 5 is a proper subset of
Mn, S' must be a proper subset of Mn. Every entry of 5" hasthe form xR. We have shown in earlier work that any set ofthe form xR is a submodule of M. But M is irreducible, so
stR = xR^0 implies that xR = M. This implies that every
element of M can be written in the form xr for some rcR.This tells us that Thus any non-zero submodule of
Mn must be Mn, and so M" is irreducible.
We will now prove that J(7?„) c 7(7?)n. Let A = e J(R„)-
This implies that for, all mt eM, (m],m2,...,mtj)-A = (Q,Q,...,Q). This 
can only be true if 7lY-a;y={0} for any i,j. But that places 
each aiJ<=J(R'), and the matrix A in J(R)„. Thus J(Rn) c J(R)„.
To finish the proof, we must show that J(R\ cz J(R„)-
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We will show that J(R)„ is a right-quasi-regular right
(an -ideal of Rn. Let Pj = ■ 0 0 ,0 l «iy e J(R),0 0 0, We showed earlier
that this set has the structure of a right ideal of
Let A" = j^Xy-J e Pp As xueJ(R), it must be right-quasi regular. 
Thus there must exist an xn' such that xn +xn ,+ x1jX1j ' = 0. Let 
r = Fjzy]ep1 where each element of Y is zero except for yu, 
which shall equal xn'. Let W = ^Wy~^ = X+ Y +XY. Observe that
W is a matrix that is strictly triangular, i.e. the lowertriangle is zero and the diagonal elements are zero, whichimplies that Wn=0. Lemma 3.11 allows us to conclude that Wis right-quasi-regular. Thus there exists some matrix W' such that W + W'+WW' = [0]. If we substitute for W we get the 
equation X + Y + XY + W'+(X + Y + XY)W' - [0], and rearranging terms 
yields X+ (Y + W'+YWj + X(Y + W'+YWj = [Q]. Thus X is a right-
quasi-regular element of Rn, and since it was chosen
arbitrarily, we may state that the ideal p, is a right-
quasi-regular right ideal of Rn, which implies Ina similar fashion, we can show that for i = 2,3,...,n, each right
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' 0 0 0 >ideal p,=- Pi ain 1 e 7(7?) is a right-quasi-regular1° 0 oj
right ideal of Rn, and so must be contained in J(R„)- Since
J(R„) must be closed under addition, we may conclude that
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CHAPTER FOURSEMISIMPLE ARTINIAN RINGS
Emil Artin was born on March 3rd, 18 98 in Vienna, Austria. The son of an art dealer and opera singer, hepossessed a love not only of mathematics, but of music aswell. After fighting in the Austrian Army during World WarI, he obtained his doctorate from the University of Leipzigin 1921. His accomplishments were many, but he is perhapsbest known for his generalization of reciprocity laws.Here however, we focus on another of his interests, ringsequipped with a minimal condition. Today, such rings aretermed "Artinian." We define these Artinian rings inDefinition 4.8(a). The Artinian property is particularlypowerful when the ring is also semisimple, and we willspend the majority of this chapter examining suchsemisimple Artinian rings. Before we do so however, wemust develop some prefatory material. Having definedmaximal right ideals in chapter 2, we define minimal rightideals here analogously:
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Definition 4.1 Minimal right idealsGiven a ring R, we say that a right ideal p of 7? is a
minimal right ideal of R if the only right ideal of R that is properly contained in p is {0}.
We will use minimal right ideals extensively duringthe proofs of this section, utilizing their restriction onsize to force contradictions at necessary moments. We nowintroduce a second concept - an idempotent. If we can findsuch an element in an Artinian ring R, we will use it todescribe certain ideals of R.Definition 4.2 IdempotentsLet 7? beof 7? if e2 =eExample 4.3
For some
element w-
element, [i]=M is an idempotent, but in addition note that
in this quotient ring M is an idempotent as well.
a ring and let ee R. We call e an idempotentand if e is not equal to zero,
Z/odd prime p, consider the ring , and thez(2p)Z
As is true for all rings with an identity
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Proof: As p is odd, p = 2q +1 for some ^eZ. Observe
p2 =(2q + l)2 = 4q2 +4q + l = 4q2 +2q + 2q + l = 2q(2q + l) + 2q + l = (2p)q + p. Thus
p2 = p (mod 2/?). 0
Example 4.4Consider Fn, the ring of nxn matrices over a field F.
0 0 Aa.Any non-zero matrix of the form < ii0 > is an0
0 0 a,nn 7idempotent..
Proof: Let A = (ay) be a matrix of the given form, and
let A2 ={bdy We need to show that [ad] = {by\ First consider
n i-l nthe elements by where i>j. bjt = uikakj 0• akj + • 0 = 0.
k=l fc=l k=iSimilarly, when i<j, by=Q. Finally, when i = j,/-I
bij=bii=T.aikakj=TJQ-akj+aiiau+yLaik-Q = anaij=aii- BUt if eaCh
k=\ k=l k=i+i
au e{0,l}, a.2 =ait. We have shown that {b^ =
0 0 a,nn)
faxx 0 0^
0 0 □
Theorem 4.5Let R be a ring that does not have any nilpotent ideals, other then the trivial ideal {0}. If p is a minimal
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right ideal of R and p^{Oj, then p = eR for some idempotent
e e p.
Proof: Suppose p2={0}. This implies that for any
xpx2 e p, x1x2=0, i.e. p is nilpotent. But R has no nilpotentideals, so this cannot be. Thus there is an xep such that
xp^{0}. But the set xp is a right ideal of R, and since 
xep, and p is a right ideal, xpcp. As p is minimal, andxp is a non-zero right ideal of R that is contained in p,we must conclude that xp = p. In particular, there exists
some element eep such that xe = x. This implies that xe2-xe, 
which yields the equation x(e2-e) = 0. Now let S equal the set 
of all elements from p that, like the element e1—e, when 
right-multiplied with x equal 0, i.e. S = {a e p | xa = 0}. We
claim S' is also a right ideal of R. To see this observethat OeS1, and that a,beS imply that x(a-b) - xa-xb = 0-0 = 0,which places a-beS. Finally, for any a e S, reR note that
x(ar) = (xa)r - (0)r = 0. Thus S' is indeed a right ideal of R that,
by construction, is a subset of p. Recall that xp^{0}, 
which implies that there is some bep such that xb + 0. This
b cannot be in S'. We have shown that S' is a right ideal of
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R that is properly contained in p. Again, p is minimal,and so the only right ideal of 7? properly contained in p 
must be {0}. Thus S = {0}, and since Z-eeS, e2-e = 0, or simply 
e2=e. xp^{0}=> x^O, and since xe-x, we may assert that xe^O.
This implies that e=e2^0. Using a similar argument as that given above, we observe that eR is a non-zero right idealof R contained in the minimal right ideal p. We concludethat eR = p. 0
Theorem 4.6Let R be a ring that does not have any nilpotent ideals, other then the trivial ideal {0}, and let e 0 be an
idempotent of R. Then eR is a minimal right ideal of 7? ifand only if eRe is a division ring.
Proof: (=>) Let eR be a minimal right ideal of R. Wefirst show that eRe has the structure of a ring. Since anyelement of eRe is also an element of R, all of the ringproperties from 7? pass to eRe. To show that eRe is closedunder multiplication, see that for some erxe, er2e e eRe,
(erxe)(pr2e) = efeerfe eeRe. For closure under subtraction, observe
erxe-er2e = e(rxe-r2e) = e(rx -r2)ee eRe.
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Thus eRe is a ring. To show it is a division ring, wemust find a unit element in eRe and show that every non-zeroelement of eRe has a multiplicative inverse. We see thatthe unit element is e: first note that e = e2=e3^0, and that
e3 = e-e-e e eRe. Therefore e^O, and eeeRe. Now see that forany exe e eRe, e(exe) = (ee)xe = exe = ex(ee) = exe(e). This implies that e
is a unit element of eRe. To complete this part of theproof, we need to show that for any non-zero element of eRe,there exists a companion element in eRe such that their product will be e. Since 0^ eeeRe the set eRe^{0). Thus
there exists some aeR such that eae * 0. Consider the rightideal eaeR, and the element eaee e eaeR. Since
eaee = ea(ee) = eae 0, eaeR {0}. Moreover, observe eaeR = e(aeR) <z eR.
The right ideal eaeR is non-zero and contained in eR. Since
eR is minimal this forces the conclusion that eaeR = eR. Thusfor some xeR eaex = ee = e, and eaexe = e2=e. Using the same property of e, we conclude that e — ea(e)xe = ea(ee)xe = (eae)(exe).
Recall that aeR was selected so that the product eae^O. Wehave shown that for every non-zero element of eRe, we canfind an xeR, and so an element exe e eRe such that (eae)(exe) = e.Therefore eRe is a division ring.
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(<=) To prove the converse, let eRe be a divisionring. We first observe that e = e-e-e & 0eeRe. Thus eRe is non­zero. The fact that it is a division ring implies thatthere exists some 1 e eRe such that 1 • (eae) = eae = (eae)• 1 for all
eaeeeRe. But this is true for e as well. See that
e(eae) - eae = (eae)e for all eaeeeRe. Also, since eRe is adivision ring then for any non-zero eaeeeRe, there exists anon-zero exe e eRe such that (eae)(exe) = 1. Multiplying bothsides by e, we see that (eae)(exe)e = 1 • e, which implies that
(eae)(exe) = e. We have shown that e is a unit element of eRe.Recall our main objective: to prove that the rightideal eR is minimal in R. Let p be a non-zero right idealof R such that p<ceR. Thus every element of p has the form 
e-x for some xeR. We claim that the set pe^O}. Suppose 
pe = {0}. This would force p2 cz p(eR) = (pe)R = 0-R = {0}. Thus p 
would be nilpotent, which cannot be in R. Hence pe^{0}.
Thus there exists an exep (pczeR) such that (ex)e =£ 0. Thus
exeeeRe, and is non-zero. Since eRe is a division ring,there must exist an eye e eRe such that exe(eye) = e. But p is aright ideal of R, so if exep, then ex(eeye) = exe(eye) = e e p. If
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eep, and p is a right ideal of R, eRczp. By selection
pczeR. Thus the two sets are equal. We have shown that anynon-zero right ideal of R that is contained in eR must equal 
eR. Therefore eR is a minimal right ideal of R. 0
During the last proof we introduced the structure eRe,and showed that it is a ring. As such, it naturally has aradical. The radical of eRe can be expressed succinctly interms of the radical of R, and we present this fact in thefollowing theorem.Theorem 4.7Given a ring R and an idempotent e e R. J(eRe) = eJ(R)e.
Proof: We will first prove that J(eRe) c: eJ(R)e. Ourstrategy will be to show that any irreducible /(-module M isannihilated by J(eRe), which would force the conclusion that7(e/?e) c/(/(). Noting then that e-x = x = x-e for any xeeRe, andthat the set J(eRe) c: eRe, we shall conclude that
J (eRe) = eJ(eRe)e cz eJ(R)e.To begin, let M be an irreducible /(-module. We claim 
A/e = {0} or Me is an irreducible e/(e-module. If Me=t{0]
there must exist some meM such that me =#= 0. Recalling anargument used at the beginning of the proof of Theorem
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2.19, we observe that meR is a submodule of M. And since
me = meeemeR, it is a non-zero submodule of M. But Misirreducible, so we must conclude that meR-M. This impliesthat meRe = Me. We claim Me is an irreducible eFe-module. Weknow me^Q. This implies that me(eee) = me + 0, and since 
eeeeeRe, Me(eRe) {0}. Now suppose there exists a non-zero
submodule N of Me. Then for some neM,neeN and ne + 0. Nmust be closed under multiplication with the ring, and so
ne(eRe) c N. But ne^Q and M is irreducible imply that
neR-M, and so ne(eRe) = (neR)e = Me. Thus N must equal Me, andso Me is an irreducible e/(e-module. Therefore, by thedefinition of the radical, Me must be annihilated by the radical of eRe, i.e. (Me)J(eRe) = {0}. But recall 
eJ(eRe) = J(eRe), and so {0} = (Me) J (eRe) = (M)-eJ(eRe) = (M)J(eRe). Thus, 
if M ■ J (eRe) = {0}. And, if A/e = {0},
(M)J(eRe) = fa\Ae)JfaRe) = (Q)J(eRe) = {0}. In either case then, if M
is an irreducible /(-module, it is annihilated by J(eRe).Thus J(eRe) cz J(R), and finally, J(eRe) = e • J(eRe) • e c e ■ J(R) ■ e.To prove the reverse inclusion, we will show that
eJ(R)e is a right-quasi-regular ideal in eRe, and so by
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Theorem 3.18 must be contained in J(eRe). Since J(R) is atwo-sided ideal of R, any aeeJ(R)e is also an element of
J(R). Thus there must exist a right-quasi-inverse a'eJ(7?)such that a + a'+aa' = 0. If we left and right-multiply thisequation by e, we obtain eae + ea'e + eaa'e = Q. But recall that
aeeJ(R)e, and so has the form ere for some r e J(R). We seethen that e(a)e = e(ere)e = ere = a. Thus eae = a, and if we multiplyon both, sides by e, ae-eae = ea. Substituting these twoexpressions into eae + ea'e + eaa'e = 0 yields a + ea'e + aea'e = 0.This tells us that the element ea'e is the right-quasi­inverse of a. But such an inverse is unique, and so a' = ea'e.
We have shown that any aeeJ(R)e is right-quasi-regular in
eRe. Thus eJ(R)e is a right-quasi-regular right ideal of
eRe, and must be contained in J(eRe). 12
We are now prepared to examine Artinian rings. In theliterature these rings are often referred to as those thatsatisfy the "descending chain condition," and we show nextthat these two definitions are equivalent.Definition 4.8(a) Artinian RingsA ring is said to be right Artinian if any non-emptyset of right ideals has a minimal element.
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Definition 4.8(b) Descending chain conditionIf a ring R satisfies the descending chain condition,then any descending chain of right ideals of R becomesstationary. In other words, for any descending chain of right ideals of R, px 3 p2 o p3...o pn..., there exist some /eN
such that p.= pM= p.+2=...
Lemma 4.8(c)
R is Artinian if and only if 7? satisfies thedescending chain condition.
Proof: (=>) Let R be an Artinian ring and let pt be a
descending chain of right ideals of 7?. Define the set 5' = {p,}. As S is non-empty, R's classification as Artinian
implies that there must exist a minimal element of S, callit pt. If this element is minimal, every ideal that follows
in the chain must be equal to p„ i.e. p, = pM = pi+2 =... Thechain has become stationary.(<=) To prove the reverse direction, let 7? be a ring
that satisfies the descending chain condition, and let S bea non-empty set of right ideals of 7?. Pick a right idealfrom S and call it p,. This element of S is either minimal
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in 5 or not. If it is, we're done. If it is not, theremust exist some ideal in S, call it p2, such that plop2.
This element p2 is either minimal or it is not. If not, we
now have p3cS such that px zo p2 z> p2. Proceeding in thisfashion, and utilizing the axiom of choice, we generate achain of ideals. Since R satisfies the descending chaincondition, this chain must have a minimal element, pr
Thus, S must have'a minimal'element. Q
Theorem 4.9The following statements regarding Artinian rings aretrue: i) any division'ring is Artinian.ii) the homomorphic image of an Artinian ring isArtinian.iii) if R is an Artinian ring, then any quotient ringof R is also Artinian.iv) if R is an Artinian ring with a two-sided unit,then Rn is an Artinian ring.
v) if R is a ring with a finite number of elements,then R is Artinian.
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Proof: i) Any division ring R will only have tworight ideals, {0} and R itself. If presented with a non­
empty set of right ideals of R simply ask, is {0} in the
set? If it is, that is the minimal element. If it is not,then R is the minimal element.ii) Let R be an Artinian ring, let (fr.R^-S be a ringhomomorphism, and let T be the image of Since (j) is aring homomorphism, T is a subring of S, and so of coursepossesses a ring structure itself. Suppose that T is notArtinian. Thus there exists a proper descending chain ofright ideals pt of T that do not become stationary. For
each such p,., define R, ={r e 7? | ^(r) e p,.}. As is a ring 
homomorphism, each 7?( is a right ideal of R. Moreover
p(. z> p(+] implies that /?,. z>7?(+1. We see that the RAs are a
descending chain of right ideals of R. But R is Artinian,and so there must exist an zeN such that 7?( = 7?,+1 = Ri+2 =...
This implies that pt = p(+1 = pi+2 =... A contradiction. Thus Tmust be Artinian.
some right ideal p of 7?. Let 0:7?-»-y send r\-+r + p for
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all re R. The mapping is a ring homomorphism, and we see
that the image of is R/ 
/ P
Since R/ 
/ P
is the homomorphic
image of an Artinian ring, by Theorem 4.9(ii) above weconclude that it must be Artinian.iv) Let R be a ring with a two-sided unit element, andsuppose that Rn is not Artinian. This implies that thereexists an infinite proper descending chain of right ideals
Pi of Rn that do not become stationary. Consider the first
ideal in the chain, px. Let px_x = {(az) I aXj = bXJ f or some
(b/j e px, ay = 0 otherwise}. Thus px_x is a set of matrices with
zero elements but for row 1. For each matrix in px_x, thefirst row matches the first row of some matrix in theoriginal ideal px. Similarly, construct the sets
P\-k ={(aij)\akj-h/g £°r some (bij)e px, ay =Q otherwise}. We see 
that px - px_x® px_2®...® px_n. Next, because px and therefore
each px_i is closed under addition and right multiplication
with Rn, each p,_, is a right ideal of Rn. Moreover, for
those reasons, and also because R has a two-sided unit element, the row of each p,_(. must equal (xl5x2,...,xn) where
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each xk is an element of some right ideal of R. Recall
that p2 is a proper subset of px. This implies that for at
least one i, px_x has been reduced to create a new proper
subset p2_r Thus Sx_t z> S2_r Continuing, we know that p2r> p3.
This implies that for at least one k, p2_k has been reduced,
and so S2_kr>S3_k. For each descending step down the chain,
ultimately one such right ideal Sa_b of R must be reduced.
To suggest that the n such right ideals of R could continueto be reduced indefinitely, is to suggest that at least oneof those ideals has a proper infinite descending chain.This is a contradiction, and so Rn must be Artinian.
v) If 7? has a finite number of elements, it is clearthat any descending chain of right ideals of R musteventually become stationary. 0
Example 4.10For an example of a ring that is not Artinian,consider Z. Construct a chain of ideals pt of Z in the
following way: let /?;=(2')Z for all zeN. Thus
p{ = {...,-4,-2,0,2,4,...}, p2 = {...,-8,-4,0,4,8,...}, and so on. We see that
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pxn p2r> P3...Z0 Pn^> ••• and that this chain will never become
stationary. Thus Z is not Artinian.In chapter 3, we defined the radical of a ring, andpresented several results regarding the radical J(R) for anring R. We now use the descending chain condition to showthat the radical of an Artinian ring has special structure.Theorem 4.11If R is an Artinian ring, then J(R) is a nilpotentideal.
Proof: Let J = J(Rj, and consider the chain Joi2oi3...As J is a two-sided and in particular a right ideal of R,using Corollary 1.6 we may conclude that each J‘ is a rightideal of R. Thus is a descending chain of rightideals, and must become stationary. For some n e N,
Jn - Jn+1 =.... = J2n... if we can show that this would
imply that rx-r2-...-rn = 0 for any z;. e 7(7?), i.e. J(R) isnilpotent, the desired result.
Suppose 7"^{0}, and let S = |x e J | xJn = {0}J. S is a two-
sided ideal of R. To show this, let a,beS, and observe that
(a + b)Jn =aJn +bJn = {0}. See also that for any aeS and r e R,
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(ar)Jn = a(rJ'1') cr aJn ={0}, and that (ra)Jn =r(aJn) = r(Q) = O. Thus S is
a two-sided ideal of R. If J" cS. we see that
{0} = S-Jn 3 JnJn = J2n = Jn, which is impossible.
On the other hand, if Jnf/S, let R = R/^. Since Jn is
not contained in S, We shall prove the following
statement: for any xeR, x7"=|oj implies x = 0. If xJ"={o}
for some xeR, this implies. xJ" c= S for any x e R that maps 
onto x. It follows that {0} = (xjn}jn = xJ~n = xJ”. Thus each x
must be in S, and so x = 0; The- statement has been proved.
We established earlier .that Let T be the set of
non-zero right ideals of R contained in J". J" eT. and so
¥ is non-empty. R is Artinian implies that R is Artinian,
and so ¥ must have some minimal element, call it p. We
would like to prove that p is an irreducible 7?-module. 
Suppose p ■ R = . J"cR, and this implies p-Jrn=|oj. By the
statement we proved earlier, any element xep would have to 
equal 0, which implies p = |oj. But as an element of T, p is
non-zero. Thus p-R ' Now let N be a non-zero submodule
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of p. As such, it must contain 0, be closed under
subtraction and be closed under right multiplication with R.
N is not only a submodule of p, but a non-zero right ideal
of R properly contained in p. This contradicts p's
minimality in R. We can see then that p is irreducible and
will be annihilated by Since Jn <r J = J(R), Jn
Thus p-J"=|oj which implies p = which is a contradiction,
and so Thus J(R) is nilpotent. 0
Corollary 4.12If R is Artinian then any nil right ideal of R isnilpotent.
Proof: Every nil right ideal of R is right-quasi­regular and so contained in J(R). If J(R) is nilpotent,
every subset of J(R) is nilpotent. 0Earlier we saw that idempotents, under certainconditions, can be used to describe the structure of idealsof R. Are there conditions upon which the existence of anidempotent can be guaranteed? The following theoremprovides a crucial step for the determination of thestructure of ideals in a semisimple Artinian ring.
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Theorem 4.13
nilpotent. Since p is not nilpotent,
Let R be an Artinian ring, and let p be a non-zeroright ideal of R that is not nilpotent. Then p contains anidempotent.
Proof: Theorem 4.11 tells us that the radical of anArtinian ring is
p^J(R). Now let
R is semisimple,
therefore any nil right ideal of R must be contained in
J(R) = jO>. We conclude then that R does not have any
R = yr(n\- We proved in Theorem 3.20 that / J(K)
i.e. 7(7?) = jo). Any nilpotent and
nilpotent ideals other then |oj. Recalling that pf7j(R), we
infer that As 7? is Artinian, there must exist some
right ideal '/op that is a minimal non-zero right ideal of
7?. By Theorem 4.5, y = eR for some idempotent e e y. Select
an aey such that after the modulo action a=e. This moduloaction is in fact a ring homomorphism, and we may conclude
that (a2-a) = a2-a = e2 -e = e-e = 0. This implies that a2 —aeJ(R),
(2a —a) =0.
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Binomial expansion yields the polynomial
a2m+bxa2m-x+b2a2m~2+... + (-Y)mam =0 where each bt eZ. We can rewrite 
this equation so that am = am+xp(a), where p(x)eZ[x] and has 
degree 2m-(m + l) = m-1. Observe that:
am=am+,p(a) or
am =a-amp(a). Substituting for am on the right, we get
am = a(am+xp(pT)p(a) = am+2p(a)2. Repeating this process yields
a —a p(a) .
We seek to find an idempotent eep. Let e = amp(a)m.Recalling that the powers of a do commute, we see that
e2 = amp(a)mamp(a)m =(a2mp(a)Jp(a)m = amp(a')m =e. We need to show
that e^O. Suppose that am = 0. Recalling that under the
modulo action a maps onto e, we see am = 0 => em = 0. But e is
an idempotent in R, and so e = e2=e"'^0. This is a
contradiction, and so a”J0. Now suppose e = amp(a)m =0. If
this were true, am =a2mp(a)m =am(amp(a')m) = am(0) = 0, another
contradiction. e A 0, and as we have shown e2=e. e is anidempotent of R, and since by selection aep, e, which is 
just the summation of powers of a, must also be in p. Q]
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Having introduced the notion of Artinian rings, we nowturn our attention to rings that are both semisimple and Artinian, i.e. Artinian rings R such that J(7?) = {0}. It
turns out that the ideals of these rings are easilydetermined.Theorem 4.14Given a semisimple Artinian ring R, and a non-zeroright ideal p of 7?. p = eR for some idempotent e e p.
Proof: If p is a nilpotent right ideal of 7?, it wouldcertainly be nil and so contained in J(R). But 7? is
semisimple, which implies that J(R) = {0}. Thus which
contradicts the fact that p is non-zero. Therefore p^{0}
is not nilpotent, and so via Theorem 4.13 there must exist.at least one idempotent eep. For any such element e, let
Ae ={xep|ex = 0}. We see immediately that each such Ae is a 
right ideal of 7?. Let ¥ be the set of Ae's. It is non­
empty and, as 7? is Artinian, must have a minimal element,call it A , where e0 is an idempotent in p. We will show 
that b ={0}. Suppose not. As a non-zero right ideal of 7?,
it also must contain an idempotent e,. By construction,
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Ae. o p, and so e} e p. Since e^eA^, eoex=O. Now let
e2 =e0 + e,-exe0, and remember (ej2 =e, and (e0)2=e0. Observe that
(e2) — eoeo + eoe, — eoejeo + exe0 + exex — exexe0 — exeoeo — exeoex + exeoexeo
= e0 + 0 - 0 • e0 + e.e0 + ex - exe0 - exe0 - ex • 0 + ex • 0 • e0
= e0 + e, — exe0 = e2. Observe further that
e2ex - (e0 + ex- ele0)e1 = eoe1 + eiei - e}eoex = 0 + ex + 0 = ex 0.
We have shown that (e2)2 =e2, and e2+0. It must be an idempotent, and since it-is-the sum-of elements from p,must be contained in p. Thus there exists a set
A = {x e p | e2x - 0} e T. Let xeA^. This implies e2x = 0. But 
e2=e0+ex-exe0, and thus 0 = (e0 + ex-exe0)x. Left-multiply bothsides by e0 and O = eo(eo+ex-e}eo')x = eoe0x + eoe-lx-eoe1e0x = eox + O-O = eQx.
However, if enx = 0, x must be an element of A,. AcA.
Recall that exeAea, and now suppose exeA^. This implies
e2ej=0. But we showed earlier that e2ex 0, so this is a
contradiction. Thus exeA , and ex <£ A . Recalling that
e, + 0eA„, we see that A„ is a non-zero right ideal of R
properly contained in Ae . This contradicts the minimality
o f A , and so, A ={0}. As such, for any xep, note that
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O = eox-(eo)2 x = eo(x-eox). Thus x-eox e Ae° Vx e p. Since 7go={O}, 
x-eox = O, or x = eax for all xep. Using the fact that e0 is an
element of the right ideal p, we may conclude p = eopceo7(,
and that e.Rcp.Example 4.15
□
Consider Fn, the ring of wxn mat/
au a\n
0 0 .. . 0and the ideal S = < J e F '
0 ■■
• oJ >. Utilizing parts (i)
and (iv) of Theorem 4.9, we see that if the field F isArtinian then Fn must itself be Artinian. An argumentsimilar to that used in Example 3.17 will show that thisring is semisimple. Thus Theorem 4.14 applies, and since Sis a non-zero right ideal of Fn, S must equal eFn for some
idempotent e e Fn. By examination we see that
S =
aIX •• p 0 • • 0" p 0 • • 0"
0 0 . .. 0 0 0 • • 0 0 0 • • 0
— ■Fn, the idempotent
0 • ■ 0, ,0 0 • • 0, <0 0 • • 0,The implications of Theorem 4.14 are clear. If onewants to understand the structure of the right ideals of a
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semisimple Artinian ring, one need only look for theidempotents of that ring. In the following theorem weextend this notion to two-sided ideals of R.Theorem 4.16If R is a semisimple Artinian ring, and A is a two-sided ideal of R, then A = eR = Re for some idempotent eeA.Moreover, e-x = x-e for all xeR, i.e. e commutes with every
element of R.
Proof: If A is a two-sided ideal of R, it iscertainly a right ideal of R, and so by Theorem 4.14 A=eR for some idempotent e e A. Let B = {x-xe\ x e A}. Since every
element x of A has the form x = e-r for some r e R, we seeimmediately that ex = eer = er-x for all xeA. Similarly, notethat every element yeB has the form y = x-xe for some xeA. 
Since ye = xe-xee = xe-xe = 0, we may conclude that Be = {0}, and 
that BA = BeR = {0}-R = {0}. We claim that B is a left ideal of
R. 0eA=>0eB, and since A is closed under subtraction andleft-multiplication with R, B will be likewise. Thus B is a left ideal of R and since B cz A, B2<nBA = {0}, B is a
nilpotent left ideal of R. While we have not shown thisexplicitly for left ideals, a similar argument to that for
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right ideals shows that such an ideal must be contained in the radical of R, in this case {0}. If 7? = {0}, then x-xe = 0 
for all xeA, i.e. x = xe. We have shown that for any xeA,
x = xe. This implies that A = Ae<rRe. To show Re co A, recallthat eeA, and that A is a two-sided ideal of R. Thus
Re c A, and A = Re = eR.To show the e commutes with all elements of R, let
aeR. Since A = eR = Re, both ae and eae A. Since e is a two-sided unit of A, we may conclude that ae = eae and that
ea = eae. This forces ae = eae = ea for any aeR. 0
Corollary 4.17If R is a semisimple Artinian ring, then R must have atwo-sided unit element, i.e. there exists some leR suchthat l-r = r = r-l for all r e R.
Proof: 7? is a two-sided ideal of R, and so Theorem4.16 applies. 0•Example 4.18
finite, which implies that any descending chain of right
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To prove semisimplicity, note that {[0],[5].[10]} and
{[0],[3],[6],[9],[12]} are both maximal right ideals of and
their intersection is {[«])• By Theorem 3.15 we conclude
that J = [I®]} > i-e- /^Z is semisimple. Therefore
Theorem 4.16 applies and by direct calculation we see the 
idempotents of are {['],[«]>[< This implies that the
only two-sided ideals of ^15^ are N'/^5Z = ^15Z’
[«]b5Z = {M>P],[6],[9],[12]}, and [10]-%z = {[0],[5],[10]}.
The following Lemma provides a first step towardswriting a semisimple Artinian ring as a direct sum ofsimple rings.Lemma 4.19Let R be a semisimple Artinian ring, and let A{0} be
a two-sided ideal of R. Then:i) R = A © 7?(1 - e) for some idempotent e e A, and 7?(1-e) is
a two-sided ideal of R; andii) A is a semisimple Artinian ring.
Proof: i) Theorem 3.21 implies that every two-sidedideal of a semisimple ring is also semisimple, so to prove
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part (ii) of the Lemma we need only show that A isArtinian. Theorem 4.16 and Corollary 4.17 imply that
A = eR = Re for some idempotent ee A, and that R has a two-sided unit element. Utilizing these two elements, for any
xeR we see that x = x-l + xe-xe, or x = xe + x(l -e~). This is calledthe Peirce decomposition of R relative to e, named after theAmerican mathematician Benjamin 0. Peirce. (Peirce iscredited with several results involving idempotents andtheir use with arbitrary rings). This decompositionimplies that R-Re + R(l-e), or R = A + 7?(1 -e).We claim that 7?(1 -e) is a two-sided ideal of R. Theelement 0 = 0(1 -e) e 7?(1 -e), and 7?(l-e) is closed undersubtraction. To show closure under multiplication with Rfrom the left, recall that R has a 1, which implies that
RR = R, and so 7?(7?(l-e)) = (7?7?)(1 - e) = R(l — e). Now let a e 7?(l-e), and
reR. This implies that « = £z'(l-e) for some a'eR. Because 1is a two-sided unit element, and because e is in the centerof R, we may conclude that:
ar = a'(l-o)r-a,-l-r-a’er = a'-r-l-a'-r-e = a'r(l-e)eR(l-e). The set7?(1 -e) is also closed under multiplication with R from theright, and so is a two-sided ideal of R.
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Next we will prove that AnR(l — e) = |0}. To show this let 
xeAnR(l-e). As an element of A = Re,x = re for some r e R.This implies xe = ree = re = x. As an element of R(l-e),
x-a(i-e) = a-ae for some aeR. Utilizing both of theseexpressions for x, we get that x = xe = (a-ae)e - ae-aee- ae-ae = Q. 
Since R = A + R(l-e), and since An7?(l-e) = {0}, we may conclude 
that R = A © 7?(1 -e).
ii) Let the homomorphism : be given by
</>(/) = r + 7?(1 -e) for all r e R. The kernel of (j) is 7?(1-e), andsince R = A © 7?(1 - e), the image of </> is strictly A. We
conclude that
R is Artinian. Since A is the homomorphic image of an Artinian ring, by Theorem 4.9(ii) A is Artinian. 0
With Lemma 4.19 in hand, we near the proof of thefirst of the Wedderburn theorems. Having defined asemisimple ring in chapter 2, we now define a ring that issimple:Definition 4.20 A simple ringLet R be a ring. R is called simple if and the
only two-sided ideals of R are {0} and R itself.
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In this next Lemma, we show that in many cases"simple" Artinian is a special case of semisimple Artinian.Lemma 4.21Let R be a simple Artinian ring. If R has a left,right or two-sided unit element, then R must be semisimple. 
Proof: We need to show that J(R) = {0}. Since R is
simple and J(R) is a two-sided ideal of R, J(R) must either
be or R. Suppose J(R) = R. Since R is Artinian, by
Theorem 4.11 J(R) is nilpotent. Thus there exists an meN 
such that J{R)m = Rm = {0}. But R has a unit element (which
could be either left, right or two-sided), and so lm=leRm,
and so we see This is a contradiction. J(R) must
equal and therefore R is a semisimple ring. | |
Theorem 1(a)Let R be a semisimple Artinian ring. Then R is thedirect sum of a finite number of simple Artinian rings.
Proof: We first prove that if A is a minimal two-sided ideal of a semisimple Artinian ring R, then A is asimple ring. Let A be such an ideal. We need to show that 
A2 +{0} and that the only two-sided ideals of A, viewed as a
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ring, are {O} and A itself. By Theorem 4.16, A = eR = Re for 
some idempotent e e A, where e is a unit element of A. This 
implies that e-e = e2 = e 0 e A2, and thus zl2^{0}. Now suppose
there exists some non-zero two-sided ideal of A, call it S, such that {0} cz S cz A. S must be closed under multiplication
with A from the left and right, and so AS<rS, and SAczS,which implies that ASA<rS<zzA. Since A is a two-sided idealof R, ASA is also a two-sided ideal of R. But A is minimalin R, so if ASA is a two-sided ideal of R properly contained in A, it must be {0}. Because e e A, eSeczASA and so eSe = {0}. 
Since 5 is a subset of A, any element of S is of the form
eR and Re. S was selected such that thus there must
exist some x/QeS such that x = er = r'e for some r,r'eR. If
the set e5e = {0}, then the element exe = 0. But observe that 
e(x)e = e(er)e = ere = (er)e = (r'e)e = r'e = x 0, a contradiction. Such anideal S does not exist, and we conclude that the only ideals of the ring A are {0} and A. Thus, A is a simple ring.
Returning to our original goal, let R be a semisimpleArtinian ring, and let Ax be a minimal two-sided ideal of R.
If such an ideal does not exist in R, then R is simple, and
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we are done. If Al does exist, then by Lemma 4.19,
R = A{®R1; where R} is a two-sided ideal of R. By Lemma
4.19, 7?j is itself semisimple Artinian, and certainly may be
viewed as a ring. Now let A2 be a minimal two-sided ideal
of R contained in Rv If such an ideal does not exist, R}
must be minimal. Then R = Al®Rl and we are done. If A2
does exist, then R1=A2®R2 where R2 is a two-sided ideal of
R, and so R = Al®A2®R2. Continuing this process creates a
chain, where each Ai is a minimal two-sided ideal of R. Thechain shall become stationary. If it did not, this wouldimply that R = Al®A2®...®An®... From this infinite direct sumof ideals, we can create an infinite descending chain ofideals of R:
But R is Artinian, and so every descending chain of idealsof R must become stationary. This implies that for some
k e N, R = A}® A^®...® Ak, where each Ai is a minimal two-sided
ideal of R. As we proved at the outset, each At has the
structure of a simple ring.
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It is natural to wonder if this partition of R into simple rings/minimal two-sided ideals is unique, excluding order. It is, and we close chapter 4 with the proof.Corollary 4.22Let R be a semisimple Artinian ring. Then R is thedirect sum of a finite number of simple Artinian rings,i.e. R = 4 ®A^ ©...© Ak for some fceN. If p is a non-zero 
minimal two-sided ideal of Rr then p = Ak for some j e k}
Proof: Let R .be a. semisimple Arti-nian ring, and let pbe a non-zero minimal two-sided ideal of 7?. By Theorem1(a), R = A}®A2®...®Ak for. some ie.N, where each Ai is asimple ring. Recall that during the proof of Theorem 1(a)we also showed that each Ai is a minimal two-sided ideal of
7?. Since R is semisimple and Artinian, by Corollary 4.177? must have a unit element. Since and the
ideal 7?p^{0}. But R-A}®A2@...®Ak, and thus
(A}®A2®...®Ak)p^[Q]. This implies that for some
4p*{0}. Both 4 and p are two-sided ideals of 7?, and so
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Apcrp, and 4p^4- But both 4 and P are minimal as well,
thus Atp = p and 4p~4- We see P = 4- □
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CHAPTER FIVETHE WEDDERBURN-ARTIN THEOREM
At the end of Chapter Four, we proved the first of theWedderburn theorems: any semisimple Artinian ring R is thedirect sum of a finite number of simple rings. In thischapter, we will prove a second famous Wedderburn result,and the one which bears his name - the Wedderburn-ArtinTheorem. This theorem fully describes the structure ofsimple Artinian rings, and taken with the first result, thestructure of semisimple rings is also completelydetermined. To begin, we introduce the notion of aprimitive ring.Definition 5.1 A primitive ringLet R be a ring. We say that R is primitive if it hasa faithful irreducible R-module.Thus, to prove a ring R is primitive, it is sufficientto show that there exists some irreducible 7?-module M suchthat for any r e R, = implies r = 0. Technically, the
definition above should read "right primitive ring," buteven as with 7?-modules we will omit the "right" for ease ofuse.
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Lemma 5.2Z is not primitive.
Proof: Suppose there exists an irreducible Z-module
M that is faithful. This implies that M is isomorphic to
for some maximal regular right ideal p of Z, and that
={[»]} =>x = 0 for any xeZ. However, using the fact that
Z is commutative and that p is a maximal and thereforenon-zero ideal of Z, any non-zero element of p would forcea contradiction. Let p^Oep. See that (r + p)y = ry + p for all
r eZ. But if y e p, ry = yr e p for all reZ. Thus ry + p = Q + p for
primitive. [Lemma 5.3Any field F is primitive.
Proof: Let F be a field, and observe that F is an F-module. As a field, any non-zero submodule p of F willhave an invertible element xep such that, when multiplied
with x_1 e F , will put the unit 1 e p. This implies \-F-Fcp. 
We have shown that the only submodules of F are {0} and F
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itself, and so F is an irreducible F-module. Because F has no zero-divisors, F-x = {0}=>x = 0 for any xeF. Thus F is a
primitive ring. 0
Lemma 5.4Let F be a field. Then Fn is a primitive ring.
Proof: To show that Fn is primitive, we must find an
irreducible Fn -module that is also faithful. In Example
2.12, we showed that the vector space Fn is an irreducibleFn-module. To show that it is faithful, suppose it is not.
This implies that there exists some non-zero A = (o^) e Fn such
that (x},x2,...,xn)-A = (0,0,...,0) for all xt e F. Since A is non­
zero, there must exist some i,j such that a:j + 0. Let
(0,0,...,l,...,0,0) e Fn where 1 is in the ilh column. We see that
(0,1,0) a,a contradiction. Thus F" is
an irreducible Fn -module that is faithful, which implies
that Fn is primitive. 0
While it is useful to study specific examples, wewould like to state general conditions that when, present,allow us to conclude that a ring is primitive. This leads
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us to the following result. Note that this result isstated only in terms of the ring properties of R.Theorem 5.5A ring R is primitive if and only if there exists a maximal regular right ideal p in R such that (/?:/() = {()}.
Proof: (=>) Let R be a primitive ring. Thus thereexists an irreducible /(-module M that is faithful. Since M
is irreducible, M must be isomorphic to for some
maximal regular right ideal p of R. Since M is faithful,
A(M) = \Q}. During the proof of Lemma 3.14, we showed that 
when p is a maximal regular right ideal of R, A(M) = (p:R). 
Thus (p : R) = {0}.
(<=) Let p be a maximal regular right ideal of R such 
that (/?:/?) = {()}. By-Theorem 2.19, we know that $7 is an
irreducible /(-module, and again, {0} = (p : R) = This
implies that is an irreducible /(-module that is
faithful, which in turn implies that R is primitive.It turns out that semisimplicity is a special case ofbeing primitive.
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Lemma 5.6If R is primitive, then R is semisimple.
Proof: In Theorem 5.5 we showed that R is primitiveimplies that there exists a maximal regular right ideal p
of R such that (p:K) = = {0}, where is a faithful
irreducible R-module. Recall that J(K)-<dA(M') as M ranges
across all possible irreducible ^-modules. Therefore J(7?) = n^(Af)c^(7ll1) = {0}. □
Let M be an R-module. Recall that E(M) is the ring ofall additive endomorphisms of M, and that each reR can bethought of as an element of E(M) via the function Tr\M-+M
given by (m)Tr = mr. In Chapter Two, we defined the commuting 
ring of R on Mf or C(M), to be C(M) = {aeE(M)\aTr -Tra Vr eR],
and proved that when M is irreducible, C(M) is a divisionring. This is the famous Schur' s Lemma. The relationshipbetween M and C(M) can be expressed in another way.Lemma 5.7If M is an irreducible /^-module, Af is a right vectorspace over C(M).
TO 2
Proof: Since M is an irreducible 7?-module, C(M) is adivision ring. We note that as M is an additive abeliangroup, all of the additive right vector space propertiesare satisfied. We need1 only, prove the four properties thattie in the "scalars" from C(M) to the "vectors" from M.Since C(M) is a division ring, the multiplication of C(M)elements will not be commutative. However, this is notrequisite for the structure of a right vector space. Wewill preserve the order of any multiplication of C(M)elements.To start, we observe that since each a e C(Mj is an
additive endomorphism of M, (tp+rn/a-(fnx')a + (m2)a for all
mx,m2eM. Continuing, because the addition in E(M) was
defined to be point-wise, (m)(a + /3') = (iri)a + (m)f3 for all
a,/3eC(M) and meM. Also, because we definedmultiplication in C(M) c E(M) to be composition offunctions, ((rn)a)/3 = for all a,f3e.C(M') and meM. Wefinish by noting that the identity function I is an element 
of C(M), and (m)I — m for all meM. 0We will take this linear algebra theme one stepfurther. To do so, we introduce the idea of density, with
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which we tie in the action of R on M to the right vectorspace M over C(M).Definition 5.8 DensityLet M be an 72-module, and let C(M) be the commutingring of 72 on M. 72 acts densely on M if for every neN where mx,m2,...,mn E M are linearly independent over C(M), and
for any vx,v2,...,vn eM, there exists some rzR such that:
mxr = vx, m2r = v2, m2r=v3, and mnr = vn.Lemma 5.9Let M be a faithful 72-module that is finite­dimensional over C(M), and let 72 act densely on M. Then 72 is isomorphic to C(A/)nj the ring of n'/.n matrices over C(M),
where n is the dimension of M over C(M).
Proof: Let n be the dimension of M over C(M), and let
mx,m2,...,mn eM be a linearly independent set of elements of M
over C(M). This implies that for any veM, there exists
cx,c2,...,cn eC(M) such that v -(mx)cx+(m2)c2+... + (mn)cn. Next, let
vx,v2,...,vn e M. Since 72 is dense on M, there exists some teR
such that: mxr =vx, m2r = v2, m3r = v3, and mnr = vn. Now,
since each v. is an element of M, there exist cXj,c2i,...,cnj e C(M)
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such that vx =(m1)cli+(m2)c2i+... + (mrj)cnj. Let C = (cI?J, an nxn 
matrix in the ring C(M)n. We see immediately that the
action of r has been replicated, i.e. (ml,m2,...,mn')-C = (vl,v2,...,v/!).
The action of r and C on the vectors mx,m2,...,mn is identical.
We know C is a linear transformation from the right
vector space Mn over C(M) to the right vector space Mn over C(M), but we prove here that r is one as well. Thelinearity of r flows directly from the /(-module relationshipwith M, and to show the second property of lineartransformations, we utilize the fact that every element of
C(M) by construction commutes with every element of R. Thus 
((m)c)r = = (m)(rc) = for all meM and ceC(M). Weconclude that each element r induces a linear transformationfrom Mn —> Mn over C(M).
We know that C(M)n represents the set of all possible
linear transformations from the right vector space M” over
C(M) to the right vector space Mn over C(M). Let (/): R -»C(Mjn
be given by ^(r) l—> A, where A is the matrix of C(A/)n that
replicates the action of r on the elements mx,m2,...,mn. Matrixrepresentations of linear transformations are unique, and
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so this function is well-defined. Since every element of Rinduces a linear transformation from Mn Mn, and C(M)nrepresents the set of all possible linear transformationsfrom Mn^Mn, we conclude that the function is defined for
all r e R. To show that </> is onto, let AeC(M)n. This implies
that A = (xl,x2,...,xn) for some xx,x2,...,xn e M. But
because R is dense on M, there must exist some r e R suchthat mxr — xx, mnr = xn. Thus <j)(r) = A. This function <f> isonto, and while we will not prove it here, is a ringhomomorphism. What is the kernel of The set of allelements of R that map to the zero matrix of C(M)n. Because
M is a faithful 7?-module, the only such element is r = 0.Taking all of this together, we conclude that
□
We now come to a powerful theorem that provides acrucial step in the proof of the Wedderburn-Artin Theorem.Simply called the Density Theorem, it is credited to N.Jacobson and C. Chevalley.
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Theorem 5.10 The Density TheoremLet 7? be a primitive ring, and let M be a faithfulirreducible /(-module. Then R is a dense ring of lineartransformations on M over C(M).
Proof: In Lemma 5.7, we showed that M is a rightvector space over C(M). To prove the density theorem, wewill first prove the following statement: If V is a finitedimensional right subspace of the right vector space M over
C(M), and if there exists an meM such that m £ V, then there 
exists an reR such that Fr = {0} and mr^Q.
We will do this by induction on the dimension n of V.If n = 0, F0={0}. Since M is irreducible, MR {0} and so
there must exist some meM, such that For the samereason, there exists an reR such that mr 0. Of course,'
Vo-r = {0}-r = {0}- Thus the statement is true for n = Q.
Now assume the statement is true for some k. Thus forany ^-dimensional right subspace Vk of M over C(M), if there
exists an meM such that m<£Vk, there must exist an reR 
such that br = {0} but mr + 0.
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Let p+1 be a &+1-dimensional right subspace of M over
C(M). Since VM has dimension A: + l, Vk+l = + ... + ekck + ek+I ci+]|
c,. e C(Af)} for some basis vectors ^e1,e2,...,ek,ei+lj cM. Since the
basis vectors e;. are linearly independent, observe that the
span of the vectors [el,...,eiJ over C(Af) is a dimensional 
right subspace of M over C(M). Let Vk be the span of
over C(M) , and observe that Vk+} =Vk+ek+1-C(M'). Since
[e1,e2,...,ek,ek+i] are linearly independent, observe further that
ek+^vk- s° in fact, Vk+l = V®ek+l-C(M).
Now, define the set Ak = {x e R | Vkx = {0}j. Ak is a right
ideal of R, and is the set of all elements of R thatannihilate Vk from the right. Since ek+1£Vk, by assumption
we know that there must exist at least one such reR suchthat ei+]r^0. If no such r exists, et+1 cannot be outside of 
1 r >Vk. This can be summarized as follows: ek+x-Ak = (Oj => ek+x e Vk.
However, because we have assumed the statement to be true for k, we may safely conclude that eA+1-bt^{0}. Thus ek+l-Ak
must be a submodule of M, and since M is irreducible and 
ek+I-AkA{0}, we have that ek+l-Ak=M.
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We'd like to showSelect some yeM such that
that Vk+Xr = {0} => yr 0 f or some r e R. Suppose this is not the 
case, i.e. that yr = Q for all reR that annihilate Vk+1.
Since ek+x • Ak = M, every element of M has the form ek+xa for
some a<=Ak. Let be given by (x)<f> = ya for all xeM,
where aeAk such that x = ek+xa. The function 0 takes an
element xeM, finds the element aeAk such that x = ek+xa, andthen maps to the element ya. To see that 0 is well-defined,
let x = 0. Thus x = 0 = eit+1<7 for some aeAk. Since C(M) commutes
with every element of R^Ak, and since aeAk, which
annihilates all of Vk, we see that
^.1 •« = </«+ e».i • C(M))-a = K • a + • C(M)-a = {0}+WC(M) = {0} + {0} = {0}.
Hence a annihilates Vk+X, and so by our supposition, ya = Q.
Thus 0 = x = (x)^ = ya = 0, and since 0 is linear, we have shownthat is it well-defined. To verify that 0 is linear,
observe that for any xxeM, xj=ek+xai for some axeAk, and:
(*i + x2 > = (eMax + ei+1a2 > = (ek+x (ax + a2 y>0
= X«i + a2) = yax + ya2 = (ek+xax)0 + (eMa2)0 = (xj^ + (x2)^.
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Recalling that Ak is a right ideal of R, aeAk=>areAk for
any r e R. Thus (xr)0 = ((ek+xa)r)</>, where x = ek+xa for some aeAk.
But ((ek+xa)r)^ = (ek+x(ar))(j) = y(ar) = (ya)r = (x)<f>-r. This implies that
commutes with every element of r, and so must itself be anelement of the commuting ring of R on M, C(M). Thus forany aeAk, ya = (ek+xa)$ = (ek+x)t/> • a, which implies
(,y-(ek+x)(f))a = 0 Vfl e Ak. But earlier we showed that
ek+\'7={^}=>ek+ie7- Therefore y-(ek+x)(j) e Vk, which implies that 
y^Vk+(ek+x)(/)<^Vk+ek+x-C(M)^Vk+x. But by selection y£Vk+x, thus
this is a contradiction. There must exist some reR suchthat J£+1-r = {0} and yr + Q. We have shown the statement to be
true for £ + 1.Thus if V is a finite dimensional right subspace ofthe right vector space M over C(M), and if there exists an
meM such that m<£V, then there exists an reR such that 
Pr = {0} and mr^O. We will now use this statement to show
that 7? is a dense ring of linear transformations on M over
C(M). In Lemma 5.9 we proved that each element of R induceda linear transformation on M over C(M), thus all thatremains is to show the density of R on M. Let mx,m2,...,mn eM
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be linearly independent over C(M), and let v1,v2,...,vn e M. Let
Ui be the span of the vectors over C(M). For
example, U3=\mxcx+m2c2+mAcii+... + mncn |c,. eC(M)}. If {w2,,zw2,...,zw„}
are linearly independent, every non-zero subset of thesevectors will also be linearly independent, and so each Ut is
an n-1 dimensional subspace of M. And, because of the linear independence of [mx,m2,...,mn\, we may safely state that
We use our statement to claim that there must exist
some reR such that Ui-r = {0} and m.r + 0. Since M is an
irreducible 7?-module, my + Q implies that m^R-M. Thus any
element of M has the form myx for some xeR. In
particular, vj=mjrsi for an si e R. Observe too that
U.-rst =(U\-rfS' ={0}-s, ={0}. Now let s = Sj +s2 +... + sn. Observe that: 
mfas) = mfars} +rs2 + ... + rsn) = m{rs} + m(rs2 +... + rsn) = vx + 0 = v1? and
mt(5) - mt(rst +rs2+ ... + rsn) = mjrsi +m(rs1+... + rs^ + rsM +...+rs„) = vr
We have shown that R is dense on M. 0
With the Density Theorem in hand, we come at last tothe Wedderburn-Artin. This Theorem fully describes thestructure of simple Artinian rings, and taken together with
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the first Wedderburn theorem, Theorem 1(a), completelydetermines the structure of semisimple Artinian rings.Theorem 1(b) The Wedderburn-Artin TheoremLet R be a simple Artinian ring. Then R is isomorphicto Dn, the ring of nxn matrices over a division ring D.
Both D and n are unique up to isomorphism. Conversely, forany division ring D, Dn is a simple Artinian ring.
Proof: We first wish to show that R is primitive. InTheorem 4.11, we showed that the radical of any Artinianring is nilpotent, and in Lemma 3.13 we established thatthe radical is a two-sided ideal of R. But R is simple, and so has only two ideals, {0} and R itself. If J(R) = R, 
this implies that R is nilpotent, i.e. Rm = {0} for some
meN. But since R is simple, R2 = R, which implies that Rm - Rfor all m eN. This is a contradiction. If J(R)tR, then 
J(R) = {0}. Thus R is semisimple and simple. R then may be
viewed as a faithful, irreducible R-module. Since we haveshown the existence of such an 7Z-module, we conclude that Ris primitive.
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We have already shown that any such faithful,irreducible /(-module M is a right vector space over C(M).If we can show that M is finite-dimensional, then theDensity Theorem would directly apply. Suppose M isinfinite-dimensional over C(M). This implies that thereexists an infinite set of vectors that are linearlyindependent in M over C(M)\ m1,m2,...,mn,... Construct ideals of
R in the following way. First let
Vk ={mxcl+m2c2+... + mkck\ci eC(M)}, i.e. Vk is the finite­
dimensional subspace generated by the first k vectors in 
the ip list. For each Vk, let Ak = {x e R\Vk-x = . The
statement that we utilized in the proof of the DensityTheorem implies that the chain Ax zz A? zz A3...^ An is in fact
a properly descending chain of right ideals of R. Since Ris Artinian this chain must become stationary. This implies that for some n e N, 4, ={0}- But that implies that 
the set \mx,m2,...,mn+x} are linearly dependent, which implies
that M is finite-dimensional, a contradiction. Thereforethe Density Theorem does apply, and we may conclude that Ris dense on M. Moreover, Lemma 5.9 allows us to conclude
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that R = C(M)n, and since C(M) is a division ring, R = Dn for
a division ring D. -To show both n and D are unique up to isomorphism,suppose R = Dn, and R = Sm for some division rings D,S and
for some If R = Dn, and R = Sm, then Dn=Sm. Sincethey are isomorphic, we have immediately that m=n. Letbe a ring isomorphism.
Now let e= <10 00 0
0
e e Dn is an idempotent of Dn, and because (j) preserves ring
structure, f must be an idempotent of Sm. We see that by
construction eDne = D, and likewise f-Sm-f = S. Utilizing the
isomorphism <f>, we conclude that D = eDne = (f>(eDne) = f-Sm-f = S. Wehave proven that n — m, and D = S.To prove the converse, recall that by Theorem 4.9(i),any division ring D is Artinian, and by Theorem 4.9(iv) Dn
must also be Artinian. Using arguments similar to thosefound in Example 3.17 and Example 2.20, we claim Dn issemisimple. Thus Theorem 4.20 allows us to conclude that
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Dn has a two-sided unit element. Thus Dn is semisimple,Artinian, and contains a two-sided unit element. It
be simple.
must
□
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